Guidelines for Hebrew language proficiency are presented in two companion volumes which are identical except that one gives examples of various linguistic forms in Hebrew and the other provides them in Roman script. These guidelines are based on the generic guidelines published in 1986 by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages. They are the result of a 2-year project carried out during 1988-1990 by a national committee based at Brandeis University (Waltham, Massachusetts). The guidelines exemplify the characteristics of each level of the generic guidelines, and for each skill provide a description of the functional linguistic behavior of non-native users of Modern Hebrew ranging from the total beginner to the person with full professional competence. All the examples in these documents are from data collected specifically for this project. An extensive analysis of Oral Proficiency Interviews which included writing samples and listening and reading comprehension samples was conducted by the Hebrew Guidelines Committee over the 2-year period of the project. Although the guidelines emphasize functional ability, examples of typical errors characteristic of the samples examined are also included. (LB)
HEBREW PROFICIENCY

GUIDELINES

(רדמאות עברית)
Introduction

The Hebrew Proficiency Guidelines are based on the generic guidelines published in 1986 by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL). ACTFL describes the guidelines as

a hierarchy of global characterizations of integrated performance in speaking, listening, reading and writing. Each description is a representative, not an exhaustive, sample of a particular range of ability, and each level subsumes all previous levels, moving from simple to complex in an "all-before-and-more" fashion.

Because these guidelines identify stages of proficiency, as opposed to achievement, they are not intended to measure what an individual has achieved through specific classroom instruction but rather to allow assessment of what an individual can and cannot do, regardless of where, when, or how the language has been learned or acquired; thus, the words "learned" and "acquired" are used in the broadest sense. These guidelines are not based on a particular linguistic theory or pedagogical method, since the guidelines are proficiency-based, as opposed to achievement-based, and are intended to be used for global assessment.

It is especially important to bear in mind that the levels in the Guidelines are only partial descriptions of the characteristics of a range of performance. Thus, they are neither goals for teaching or curricular sequencing, nor absolute criteria for measuring learner outcomes. The Guidelines can be helpful in curriculum and test development; however, such usage has to be guided by a thorough understanding of the learning goals underlying the Guidelines. The statements and examples included in each level can only capture a small part of the conceptual, partial and full control of various linguistic and socio-linguistic characteristic of that specific level.

The Hebrew Guidelines are the result of a two-year project funded by a grant from the United States Department of Education, which was carried out during 1988-1990 by a national committee based at Brandeis University. The members of the committee were:
Shmuel Bolozky, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Rivka Dori, Hebrew Union College (Los Angeles) and University of Southern California
Ruth Gollan, Brandeis University (Project Director)
Edna Grad, Northwestern University (first year)
Benjamin Hary, Emory University
Adina Ofek, Jewish Theological Seminary of America
Jonathan Paradise, University of Minnesota
Vardit Ringvald, Brandeis University (second year).

The Hebrew Guidelines, like the other language-specific guidelines developed to date, exemplify the characteristics of each level of the generic guidelines in a specific language. The guidelines for each skill provide a description of the functional linguistic behavior of non-native users of Modern Hebrew ranging from the total beginner (Novice-Low) to the person with “full professional competence in the language” (Superior) or, in the receptive skills of listening and reading, an even higher level of competence (Distinguished).

All the examples included in the Hebrew Guidelines are from data collected specifically for this project. An extensive analysis of Oral Proficiency Interviews as well as writing samples and listening and reading comprehension samples was conducted by the Hebrew Guidelines Committee over the two-year period of the grant.

While the Guidelines emphasize functional ability, examples of typical errors characteristic of the samples examined have also been included. The more detailed description of both strengths and weaknesses which may characterize each level should be helpful to those who will use the Guidelines as a basis for further research, rating and instruction. The descriptions of the Intermediate-High and Advanced-High levels have generally been kept shorter, with fewer or no examples, since these levels incorporate many of the significant features of both the preceding and the following ranges. The prominent characteristic of these two levels is the unevenness and lack of consistency of the performance. Often the person’s performance appears to be at the next higher level, but just as often it sinks back to the one before.

An effort was made to obtain as broad and diverse a sample as possible within the time constraints of the project. However, additional research and, in particular, test development will be necessary in order to confirm that the samples are indeed representative and to explore the properties of the proficiency scale in greater depth.
Since its inception, the development of proficiency guidelines has been an ongoing, interactive process. No version of the guidelines is considered final or definitive. This first version of the Hebrew Guidelines should serve as a basis for a more general and objective description of proficiency in the four skills than has been possible in the past, and should facilitate the creation of proficiency-based tests and curricula. However, since the Guidelines are intended to help describe the proficiency of any non-native who has learned Hebrew in any kind of setting, and since large numbers of people learn Hebrew outside of university settings, further research and discussion leading to the refinement and revision of the Guidelines is essential. It is hoped that these Guidelines will facilitate such research and lead to productive discussions among professors of Hebrew. They should also facilitate cross-fertilization between researchers and instructors of Hebrew and those teaching other languages for which guidelines have already been developed.

The committee would like to acknowledge with gratitude the help of David Hiple of ACTFL, who has served as tester trainer and consultant to the committee since the inception of the project, and of these others who have provided assistance, guidance and suggestions during the course of the project: Roger Allen, University of Pennsylvania; Nancy Anderson, Educational Testing Service; Shulamit Bitran, Clark University; Heidi Byrnes, Georgetown University; Michael Carasik, staff assistant to the committee; Rina Donchin, University of Illinois; Vijai Gambhir, University of Pennsylvania; Yehiel Hayon, Ohio State University; Isabelle Kaplan, ACTFL; Samuel Livingston, ETS; Gilead Morahg, University of Wisconsin; Zila Naor, Brandeis University; Nissan Netzer, Bar-Ilan University; Raphael Nir, Hebrew University, Jerusalem; Bonit Porath, Brandeis University; Asher Rivlin, Tel Aviv University and World Zionist Organization, New York; Meira Rom, Hebrew University, Jerusalem; Elana Shohamy, Tel Aviv University; Irene Thompson, George Washington University; Ronald Walton, National Foreign Language Center and University of Maryland; Leora Weinbach, Center for Education Technology, Tel Aviv; and Zehava Weizman, Harvard University.

The Generic Guidelines were revised and prepared by Heidi Byrnes; James Child; Nina Levinson; Pardee Lowe, Jr.; Seiichi Makino; Irene Thompson; and A. Ronald Walton.

For the convenience of those who do not read Hebrew, a set of the Hebrew Guidelines with the examples transliterated into Roman characters is available.

The sign * denotes an error.
SPEAKING

All the examples are taken from recorded oral interviews conducted for this project. The sign * denotes an error.

Novice

The Novice level is characterized by the ability to communicate minimally with learned material.

Novice-Low

Generic. Oral production consists of isolated words and perhaps a few high-frequency phrases. Essentially no functional communicative ability.

Hebrew. No functional ability to communicate in Hebrew. Oral production is limited to several isolated words or expressions, such as "hi," "yes," "no," "thanks," and familiar loanwords from Jewish/Israeli culture such as "Shabbat," "chutzpa," "pita," "aliyah," "kibbutz."

Novice-Mid

Generic. Oral production continues to consist of isolated words and learned phrases within very predictable areas of need. Vocabulary is sufficient only for handling simple, elementary needs and expressing basic courtesies. Utterances rarely consist of more than two or three words and show frequent long pauses and repetition of interlocutor's words. Speaker may have some difficulty producing even the simplest utterances. Some Novice-Mid speakers may be understood only with great difficulty.

Hebrew. No significant functional ability to communicate in Hebrew. Primarily reactive; intelligible only to sympathetic listeners. Oral production is limited to repetition of interviewer's input or memorized utterances. Functions are limited to some courtesy formulas ("how are you?"; "please to meet you"), listing and enumerating, and simple, mostly memorized phrases and sentences ("I live in Boston"; "I like pizza"). Content may consist of common lexical items related to people ("father," "mother," "student."
Speech is characterized by long pauses, frequent groping for words, use of first language, few adjectives, lack of agreement between subject and verb and inaccurate use of personal pronouns. The Novice-Mid speaker may have a surprisingly large vocabulary of isolated words and phrases acquired through the study of Jewish culture. However, knowledge of these lexical items does not increase functional ability in the language.

**Novice-High**

**Generic.** Able to satisfy partially the requirements of basic communicative exchanges by relying heavily on learned utterances but occasionally expanding these through simple recombinations of their elements. Can ask questions or make statements involving learned material. Shows signs of spontaneity although this falls short of real autonomy of expression. Speech continues to consist of learned utterances rather than of personalized, situationally adapted ones. Vocabulary centers on areas such as basic objects, places, and most common kinship terms. Pronunciation may still be strongly influenced by first language. Errors are frequent and, in spite of repetition, some Novice-High speakers will have difficulty being understood even by sympathetic interlocutors.

**Hebrew.** Emerging, but not sustained, ability to engage in basic communicative exchanges, mainly through recombinant or expansion of learned material ("They want to study English too"); Content is still usually limited to a few topics, concerning self and immediate surroundings such as food, the family, the classroom (... they want to study English too"; ... אוניברסיטה "I work at the university"). Creativity is reflected in the emerging ability to ask some questions, cope with simple survival situations such as ordering a basic meal, inviting someone over, or buying a ticket. Most statements are in the present tense. Occasional use of simple adverbs of time (now, "today") and space (there, "here") and partial control of
conjunctions ("I like Hebrew, English too") add some detail to the Novice-High speaker's sentences.

However, errors are frequent and may include improper use of the infinitive ("I want to write stories") and lack of agreement in number ("good [sg.] friends [pl."]). Speakers may have difficulty in producing sounds not found in the first language. Communication even with sympathetic interlocutors may be difficult.

**Intermediate**

The Intermediate level is characterized by the speaker's ability to:

- create with the language by combining and recombining learned elements, though primarily in a reactive mode;
- initiate, minimally sustain, and close in a simple way basic communicative tasks; and
- ask and answer questions.

**Intermediate-Low**

Generic. Able to handle successfully a limited number of interactive, task-oriented and social situations. Can ask and answer questions, initiate and respond to simple statements and maintain face-to-face conversation, although in a highly restricted manner and with much linguistic inaccuracy. Within these limitations, can perform such tasks as introducing self, ordering a meal, asking directions, and making purchases. Vocabulary is adequate to express only the most elementary needs. Strong interference from native language may occur. Misunderstanding frequently arise, but with repetition, the Intermediate-Low speaker can generally be understood by sympathetic interlocutors.

Hebrew. Able to engage in some simple conversations such as introductions, greetings, invitations, expressions of likes and dislikes, and obtaining information in order to fulfill immediate needs. Uses a limited number of simple sentences, mostly one or two at a time; most are still reactive and repeat part of the question. Limited but sustained creativity is reflected in the ability to ask and answer simple questions ("Where do you work?"; "How much does it cost?") and combine known elements to say things with a measure of spontaneity. Able to survive uncomplicated
daily situations, such as buying a bus ticket, asking for directions, or ordering food in a restaurant.

The Intermediate-Low speaker attempts to carry on conversations, mostly on topics such as everyday activities (אובי עבד, "I like to read and write"); the family, friends and other narrowly defined familiar topics.

Errors resulting in miscommunication frequently occur, but with repetition the speaker can generally be understood by sympathetic interlocutors, who would understand responses like the following: "I (f.) am not happy (m.), because I want my Hebrew name (to be) Chaya"; "She *studied Hebrew too, she studied with *me."

Intermediate-Mid

Generic. Able to handle successfully a variety of uncomplicated, basic and communicative tasks and social situations. Can talk simply about self and family members. Can ask and answer questions and participate in simple conversations on topics beyond the most immediate needs: e.g., personal history and leisure-time activities. Utterance length increases slightly, but speech may continue to be characterized by frequent long pauses, since the smooth incorporation of even basic conversational strategies is often hindered as the speaker struggles to create appropriate language forms. Pronunciation may continue to be strongly influenced by first language and fluency may still be strained. Although misunderstandings still arise, the Intermediate-Mid speaker can generally be understood by sympathetic interlocutors.

Hebrew. Able to maintain a variety of uncomplicated face-to-face conversations in highly predictable surroundings. More interactive and creative than the previous level. Produces strings or lists of sentences in sequence, though still not in utterances of paragraph length. Emerging ability to use the past tense. Topics are similar to those of the Intermediate-Low level, but with increased quantity and quality of speech. Examples: "There are many people who say that Washington is a very good place"; "My mother does not like my shoes either".
"It's a nice day today, a bit cold, but nice." Able to handle a variety of survival situations.

Can get information by asking simple questions such as "Why did you come to America?"; "How old is your son?"; "What are you doing here?"; "Where do you work?"; "Where do you come from?"

Errors may include lack of agreement and failure to use the construct state (I don't think that I am close to the uncles' family); inaccuracies in verbal forms (I bought); incorrect word order (professor from another university); and incorrect use of the definite article. In responses to questions, often uses question markers as conjunctions (I don't study when I go to work).

Such mistakes usually do not prevent the Intermediate-Mid speaker from being understood by a sympathetic interlocutor.

Intermediate-High

Generic. Able to handle successfully most uncomplicated communicative tasks and social situations. Can initiate, sustain, and close a general conversation with a number of strategies appropriate to a range of circumstances and topics, but errors are evident. Limited vocabulary still necessitates hesitation and may bring about slightly unexpected circumlocution. There is emerging evidence of connected discourse, particularly for simple narration and/or description. The Intermediate-High speaker can generally be understood even by interlocutors not accustomed to dealing with speakers at this level, but repetition may still be required.

Hebrew. Able to handle successfully most uncomplicated communicative tasks and social situations. Emerging but not sustained ability to narrate and describe simple activities and situations in connected speech using a variety of the more frequent conjunctions, such as or, and, but, because, and when (This is a difficult subject, but there are things to be done...). Accuracy of expression is increased through correct use of
the infinitive and of common verbs in the past tense. Emerging ability to express future time (I'm planning to go home during vacation), with some difficulty in the use of morphological future forms. Can occasionally express opinions in simple terms and handle situations with some complications. Is becoming less dependent on sympathetic interlocutors.

**Advanced**

The Advanced level is characterized by the speaker’s ability to:
- converse in a clearly participatory fashion;
- initiate, sustain and bring to closure a wide variety of communicative tasks, including those that require an increased ability to convey meaning with diverse language strategies due to a complication or an unforeseen turn of events;
- satisfy the requirements of school and work situations;
- narrate and describe with paragraph-length connected discourse.

**Generic.** Able to satisfy the requirements of everyday situations and routine school and work requirements. Can handle with confidence but not with facility complicated tasks and social situations, such as elaborating, complaining, and apologizing. Can narrate and describe with some details, linking sentences together smoothly. Can communicate facts and talk casually about topics of current public and personal interest, using general vocabulary. Shortcomings can often be smoothed over by communicative strategies, such as pause fillers, stalling devices, and different rates of speech. Circumlocution which arises from vocabulary or syntactic limitations very often is quite successful, though some groping for words may still be evident. The Advanced-level speaker can be understood without difficulty by native interlocutors.

**Hebrew.** Able to satisfy routine social demands and school or work requirements. Increasing control of subordinate clauses as well as common verb patterns, gender, number, subject/verb and noun/adjective agreement permits the Advanced speaker to narrate, describe and compare in complete though simple paragraphs (ה $('[3] כ現代).
Good control of most common prepositions, including those governed by frequently used verbs, and of inflected prepositions, leads to greater clarity: "I help [ + direct object]"; "He thinks that"; "When I visited Israel"). Can state an opinion—not yet fully supported—on topics of general interest such as current issues and events, politics, sports, the weather, social issues. Can handle situations with a complication, such as being stranded at the airport, losing documents, being late to work, or returning a purchase for a refund. Is often able to resort to circumlocution and other communication strategies when specific vocabulary fails.

Advanced-High

Generic. Able to satisfy the requirements of a broad variety of everyday, school, and work situations. Can discuss concrete topics relating to particular interests and special fields of competence. There is emerging evidence of ability to support opinions, explain in detail, and hypothesize. The Advanced-High speaker often shows a well developed ability to compensate for an imperfect grasp of some forms with confident use of communicative strategies, such as paraphrasing and circumlocution. Differentiated vocabulary and intonation are effectively used to communicate fine shades of meaning. The Advanced-High speaker often shows remarkable fluency and ease of speech but under the demands of Superior-level, complex tasks language may break down or prove inadequate.

Hebrew. Able to converse in a clearly participatory fashion and to satisfy the requirements of a variety of everyday, school, work or social situations. Increase in quality and quantity of Advanced tasks...
or functions. Greater accuracy in use of prepositions, subordinate clauses, verb forms and gender agreement. Partial but inconsistent ability to hypothesize (using "if" and the appropriate verb tenses), support opinions, handle abstractions in extended discourse, and otherwise perform at the Superior level. Some groping for words and other mistakes still occur, especially when discussing unfamiliar topics or attempting to use more specific or sophisticated vocabulary (e.g., "veterinarian," "district attorney," "decline in the ability"); ... "a man who smokes says that it impinges on his *freedom ..."). Patterned errors also appear, but they are more likely to be idiosyncratic to the particular speaker than characteristic of Advanced-High speaking in general.

**Superior**

The superior level is characterized by the speaker's ability to:

- participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, social, professional, and abstract topics; and
- support opinions and hypothesize using native-like discourse strategies.

**Generic.** Able to speak the language with sufficient accuracy to participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, social, professional, and abstract topics. Can discuss special fields of competence and interest with ease. Can support opinions and hypothesize, but may not be able to tailor language to audience or discuss in depth highly abstract or unfamiliar topics. Usually the Superior-level speaker is only partially familiar with regional or other dialectical variants. The Superior-level speaker commands a wide variety of interactive strategies and shows good awareness of discourse strategies. The latter involves the ability to distinguish main ideas from supporting information through syntactic, lexical and suprasegmental features (pitch, stress, intonation). Sporadic errors may occur, particularly in low-frequency structures and some complex high-frequency structures more common to formal writing, but no patterns of errors are evident. Errors do not disturb the native speaker or interfere with communication.

**Hebrew.** Able to speak the language with sufficient accuracy to participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on
practical, social and professional matters. Can discuss a broad range of concrete as well as abstract topics, including unfamiliar ones, in extended and connected discourse. Can handle unfamiliar situations, support opinions, and hypothesize, using "if" and the appropriate verb forms. Functional mastery of the verb and noun patterns (binyanim and miskalim). Some ability to shift registers appropriately (We have some [idiomatic equivalent of] really extraordinary kids in our school). Uses idiomatic expressions (I looked at him for a long while; She held important jobs ... ).

No patterned errors and no groping for words. Unpatterned errors may still occur (e.g., *forms"; (if) he doesn't have a home"; that's why there's a difference"; Would you like *to get together and talk?). Such errors may clearly distinguish the Superior speaker as a non-native, but they do not interfere with communication or disturb the native speaker.

LISTENING

The Hebrew Listening Guidelines are based on data collected by the Hebrew Guidelines Committee through a listening comprehension test, Oral Proficiency Interviews and classroom observation. The test was recorded on audio tape and it included both unmodified recordings of news broadcasts and simulated authentic dialogues. Additional research will be necessary in order to develop the test fully and to collect data based on a wider variety of listening tasks.

These guidelines assume that all the listening segments are delivered at a normal pace of speech with natural intonation and stress patterns. The ability of listeners at the lower end of the scale can be enhanced or hampered by the existence of different listening conditions such as slowed or rapid speech, repetition, a familiar or unfamiliar accent, visual cues, background noise, the age of the speaker, etc.
Novice

The Novice level is characterized by an ability to recognize learned material and isolated words and phrases when strongly supported by context.

Novice-Low

Generic. Understanding is limited to occasional isolated words, such as cognates, borrowed words, and high-frequency social conventions. Essentially no ability to comprehend even short utterances.

Hebrew. No practical understanding of spoken Hebrew. Understanding is limited to occasional familiar words, e.g.: borrowed words (university,"coffee,"cafeteria,"concert,"museum"); social conventions (hello/goodbye,"yes,"no,"thank you); terminology acquired through religious or cultural contexts (Happy New Year,"shofar"); and occasional other isolated words or phrases. Even these terms are usually recognized only when heard in isolation and very clearly enunciated in fully specified contexts.

Novice-Mid

Generic. Able to understand some short, learned utterances, particularly where context strongly supports understanding and speech is clearly audible. Comprehends some words and phrases from simple questions, statements, high-frequency commands and courtesy formulae about topics that refer to basic personal information or the immediate physical setting. The listener requires long pauses for assimilation and periodically requests repetition and/or a slower rate of speech.

Hebrew. Able to understand some memorized words and phrases or simple questions (Do you want sugar?; Coffee or tea?) when strongly supported by context and clearly enunciated. Understanding is limited to familiar context areas such as the family (father,"mother,"family,"brother,"sister"), home, food, school, some numbers (1-10), common courtesy formulae (good morning,"please/you're welcome,"What's up?"pleased to
meet you"), and high-frequency commands (ך ת "take," ב "sit," ו "give," א "come," ב "go"). Familiar context or vocabulary facilitates comprehension of a surrounding phrase; e.g., "Does X live in New York?" may be understood because of the familiar names and/or the intonation.

The Novice-Mid listener may require frequent repetition or rewording even of most simple questions ("Where are you from?"; "Who is it?"; "Where is your home?"). Misunderstandings arise even with most common questions, such as confusion of "What is your name?" and "How are you?" Listener may require long pauses for assimilation.

**Novice-High**

**Generic.** Able to understand short, learned utterances and some sentence-length utterances, particularly where context strongly supports understanding and speech is clearly audible. Comprehends words and phrases from simple questions, statements, high-frequency commands and courtesy formulae. May require repetition, rephrasing and/or a slowed rate of speech for comprehension.

**Hebrew.** Able to understand short, memorized phrases and some sentence-length utterances ("I'm sick today") in face-to-face conversations, particularly when strongly supported by pictures, gestures, or other context, and when speech is very clear. Comprehends some basic questions ("When is Hebrew class?"; "What are you doing"), statements ("I have Hebrew class in the morning") and high-frequency commands ("Give me a book") found in daily behavior involving family, school, leisure time activities and other familiar areas. May require repetition, rephrasing and/or slow, careful speech for comprehension. Minor modifications caused by word inflection are enough to render a familiar word unrecognizable (ך ת "small [m./f.]," כחול "blue [m./f.]," etc.).

**Intermediate**

The Intermediate level is characterized by an ability to understand main ideas and some facts from interactive exchanges and simple connected aural texts.
The Intermediate level is characterized by the listener's ability to:

- understand complete sentences;
- understand compound sentences in familiar contexts;
- catch the gist of longer utterances in familiar contexts which allow for a high probability of correct guessing from a minimum of word clues.

Comprehension is degraded when the listener is pressured by the need to provide a spoken response or by listening to speech which cannot be repeated or altered (e.g., radio, telephone answering machine).

**Intermediate-Low**

**Generic.** Able to understand sentence-length utterances which consist of recombinations of learned elements in a limited number of content areas, particularly if strongly supported by the situational context. Content refers to basic personal background and needs, social conventions and routine tasks, such as getting meals and receiving simple instructions and directions. Listening tasks pertain primarily to spontaneous face-to-face conversations. Understanding is often uneven; repetition and rewording may be necessary. Misunderstandings in both main ideas and details arise frequently.

**Hebrew.** Able to understand sentence-length utterances which consist of recombinations of learned/acquired elements in a limited number of context areas: school, restaurant (מה אתה רוצה לאוכל? "What would you like to eat?") home (יש ספה על-ידי התלון? "There is a sofa next to the table"), lodging (יש חלון א_here? "Is there a hotel here?"), transportation, simple directions, time (מה השעה? "What time is it?") and weather (יותם קר מואר? "It's really cold today"). Understands the gist of simple face-to-face conversations and instructions given by a sympathetic speaker. Some repetition and rewording is still usually necessary for comprehension. Misunderstandings in both main ideas and details arise frequently.

**Intermediate-Mid**

**Generic.** Able to understand sentence-length utterances which consist of recombinations of learned utterances on a variety of topics. Content continues to refer primarily to basic personal background and needs, social conversations and somewhat more complex tasks,
such as lodging, transportation, and shopping. Additional content areas include some personal interests and activities, and a greater diversity of instructions and directions. Listening tasks not only pertain to spontaneous face-to-face conversations but also to short routine telephone conversations and some deliberate speech, such as simple announcements and reports over the media. Understanding continues to be uneven.

**Hebrew.** Sufficient comprehension to understand simple face-to-face and some overheard conversations about topics beyond basic survival needs (e.g., personal history, sports, social life, hobbies). Evidence of ability to recognize basic constructions which allow for discrimination between male and female, singular and plural, present and sometimes future and past. The Intermediate-Mid listener often understands questions such as "Do you like hot weather?"; "What will you do when you finish college?" if the question is anticipated. Able to comprehend short routine phone conversations and some deliberate speech on simple tape-recordings. Can sometimes get main idea, but no details, from a conversation on unfamiliar topics.

Understanding continues to be uneven; repetition and rewording may still be necessary. May sometimes have difficulty even with simple questions "What did you do during vacation?"; "What will you do this summer?" when they are not set in a suitable context.

**Intermediate-High**

**Generic.** Able to sustain understanding over longer stretches of connected discourse on a number of topics pertaining to different times and places; however, understanding is inconsistent to due failure to grasp main ideas and/or details. Thus, while topics do not differ significantly from those of an Advanced-level listener, comprehension is less in quantity and poorer in quality.

**Hebrew.** Comprehends longer stretches of connected discourse on a number of topics which are not limited to a single context of time or place, e.g., narrative about what happened on a camping trip or about someone's future plans. Increasing ability to use contextual, lexical, grammatical and other clues to grasp partially understood sentences (e.g., the listener figures out "urban, urbanite" from "city"). Greater understanding of conceptual words in general
"pure," "characters," "character, nature"). Topics do not differ significantly from those of the Advanced listener, but understanding is inconsistent due to failure to grasp all details.

**Advanced**

The Advanced level is characterized by an ability to understand main ideas and most details of connected discourse on a variety of factual topics beyond the immediacy of the situation, including some topics where comprehension is complicated due to an unexpected sequence of events.

**Generic.** Able to understand main ideas and most details of connected discourse on a variety of topics beyond the immediacy of the situation. Comprehension may be uneven due to a variety of linguistic and extralinguistic factors, among which topic familiarity is very prominent. These texts frequently involve description and narration in different time frames or aspects, such as present, nonpast, habitual, or imperfective. Texts may include interviews, short lectures on familiar topics, and news items and reports dealing primarily with factual information. Listener is aware of cohesive devices but may not be able to use them to follow the sequence of thought in an oral text.

**Hebrew.** Able to understand main ideas and most details of connected discourse on a variety of topics beyond the most concrete, factual situations. Able to anticipate the flow of the utterance sufficiently to fill in the speaker's pauses correctly. Can understand most face-to-face speech of a native speaker when spoken at a normal rate of speed. Can get the gist of a factual radio report on a familiar subject and of a television report even on a less familiar topic.

Listener is aware of some, but not all, cohesive devices (e.g., אם עלי ל Serialize "although," -v המ "despite the fact that," עלachers "on the other hand," -v המ ל Serialize "it's almost certain that," -v המ ל Serialize "compared to") but may not be able to use them to follow the sequence of thought. Mostly unable to follow animated speech of two or more speakers who speak "on top" of each other or through background noise. Will not recognize known words in rapid speech when elided with preceding or succeeding words (e.g., כ for כ "the," כ for כ [direct object marker]).
Advanced-High

Generic. Able to understand the main ideas of most speech in a standard dialect; however, the listener may not be able to sustain comprehension in extended discourse which is propositionally and linguistically complex. Listener shows an emerging awareness of culturally implied meanings beyond the surface meanings of the text but may fail to grasp socio-cultural nuances of the message.

Hebrew. Can comprehend the formal speech in use on Israeli radio, despite the lack of visual clues. In face-to-face conversations, able to understand a more elevated or idiomatic style, e.g.: "this constitutes a glaring injustice"; "to take steps"; "There is a feeling that the situation is gloomy." Word order and other syntactic features of written Hebrew (e.g., nouns with possessive endings, infinitive plus direct object suffix) do not cause breakdown.

Listener shows an emerging awareness of culturally implied meaning beyond the surface meaning of the text but may fail to grasp socio-cultural nuances of the message (e.g., literally "to draw conclusions," which in an Israeli political context is understood to mean that the one drawing the conclusions should resign his post). Can distinguish expressions in other registers (e.g., biblical or rabbinic Hebrew) but may not always be able to comprehend them (e.g., "to discriminate between").

Superior

The Superior level is characterized by an ability to understand concrete and abstract topics in extended discourse offered by speakers using native-like discourse strategies.

Generic. Able to understand the main ideas of all speech in a standard dialect, including technical discussion in a field of specialization. Can follow the essentials of extended discourse which is propositionally and linguistically complex, as in academic/professional settings, in lectures, speeches, and reports. Listener shows some appreciation of aesthetic norms of target language, of idioms, colloquialisms, and register shifting. Able to make inferences within the cultural framework of the target language. Understanding is aided by an awareness of the underlying organization structure of the oral text and includes sensitivity for its
social and cultural references and its affective overtones. Rarely misunderstands but may not understand excessively rapid, highly colloquial speech or speech that has strong cultural references.

Hebrew. Sufficient comprehension to understand the essentials of all standard speech, including telephone calls, radio broadcasts, films and theater plays, editorials and reports, academic and professional discussions and lectures within own area of expertise, non-technical public policy statements, some literary readings, and some jokes, puns and idioms.

May still have difficulty with technical language (especially outside own field of specialization), very formal high register, biblical expressions, slang (e.g., may take יָדַע✔ literally as “Did you get out of it?” rather than colloquially as “Had you gotten out of the habit?”) or very rapid speech. Sporadic, non-predictable failure to understand vocabulary, especially out of context, can still be expected.

Distinguished

The Distinguished level is characterized by an ability to understand most linguistic styles and forms from within the cultural framework of the language.

Generic. Able to understand all forms and styles of speech pertinent to personal, social and professional needs tailored to different audiences. Shows strong sensitivity to social and cultural references and aesthetic norms by processing language from within the cultural framework. Texts include theater plays, screen productions, editorials, symposia, academic debates, public policy statements, literary readings, and most jokes and puns. May have difficulty with some dialects and slang.

Hebrew. Able to understand with ease most forms and styles of speech related to personal, social and professional needs. Can understand and often identify the accents of immigrants from various countries. Is sensitive to mimicking, shifts in register, literary/religious references and nuance in general in forms as varied as cafe conversation, political speeches, and comedy routines. Will experience difficulty mainly when faced with rapid or emotionally charged speech or speech containing a relatively large proportion of unfamiliar slang or other in-group terms.
WRITING

The writing guidelines and all the examples given are based on samples of students' writing collected at the participating institutions. A variety of in-class and out-of-class, timed and untimed assignments were included in the analysis. No dictionaries were used in in-class assignments, and the question of the progressive development of dictionary use in writing was not investigated.

Samples at each of the levels described are appended to the Guidelines. It remains for future data gathering and analysis to confirm that the samples used are indeed representative.

The following criteria (not necessarily in order of importance) were considered in formulating the level descriptions:
- functional tasks
- topic and treatment
- length of sentences and length of the sample
- relationship between the sentences
- frequency of vocabulary lapses
- naturalness of idiom, style and register
- grammatical control
- syntax
- spelling.

Novice

The Novice level is characterized by an ability to produce isolated words and phrases.

Novice-Low

Generic. Able to form some letters in alphabetic system. In languages whose writing systems use syllabaries or characters, writer is able to both copy and produce the basic strokes. Can produce romanization of isolated characters, where applicable.

Hebrew. Able to copy parts of printed text into script. In some cases, also able to write own name and a few isolated memorized words such as שלום "shalom" and ישראל "Israel," but not always accurately. Many errors exist in formation of letters, e.g., מ may be inverted; letters that resemble each other (such as י, ה, כ, ק, מ) are frequently confused.
Novice-Mid

Generic. Able to copy or transcribe familiar words or phrases and reproduce some from memory. No practical communicative writing skills.

Hebrew. Able to copy most letters from print to script accurately and can write (sometimes inaccurately) a small number of familiar words, such as בְּיָתָה “house,” בֵּית “breakfast,” שָׁרוּ “new.” Can produce simple sentences which consist of learned words and phrases. No practical communicative writing skills. Has fairly complete control of sound-symbol correlation, but without distinguishing between homophones (ג/ג, נ/נ, כ/כ). Writes words known from speech mostly phonetically (e.g., נֶמֶשׁ* המ “What's your name?” with מ instead of נ; נֶמֶשׁ* המ for נֶמֶשׁ “this”).

Novice-High

Generic. Able to write simple fixed expressions and limited memorized material and some recombinations thereof. Can supply information on simple forms and documents. Can write names, numbers, dates, own nationality, and other simple autobiographical information as well as some short phrases and simple lists. Can write all the symbols in an alphabetic or syllabic system or 50-100 characters or compounds in a character writing system. Spelling and representation of symbols (letters, syllables, characters) may be partially correct.

Hebrew. The ability to communicate in writing begins to appear at this level. Can create short lists of words related to self and immediate environment, e.g., basic biographical information, shopping lists, lists of courses, etc. Can recombine memorized materials into simple statements, short descriptive sentences or basic questions. However, word order is frequently incorrect (מרְשָׁח* התו “a teacher”), and pronouns are often omitted in the present tense (תַּשָּׁב "what are you writing?").

Occasionally still mixes written and printed letters, particularly where the differences are slight (e.g., צ and כ). Some letters may be formed incorrectly (e.g., כ, ד, נ, צ) or confused with each other (נ, צ; נ, ת). Non-final forms of the letters י, נ, ל and ז are sometimes used at the end of a word. Spelling errors are frequent, especially in...
the case of homophones (e.g., פז "little" with ב instead of פ or נ instead of כ) and representations of vowels (e.g., רוא* instead of ז"ף "where?").

**Intermediate**

The Intermediate level is characterized by an ability to meet practical writing needs by communicating simple facts and ideas in a loose collection of sentences.

**Intermediate-Low**

*Generic.* Able to meet limited practical writing needs. Can write short messages, postcards, and take down simple notes, such as telephone messages. Can create statements or questions within the scope of limited language experience. Material produced consists of recombinations of learned vocabulary and structures into simple sentences on very familiar topics. Language is inadequate to express in writing anything but elementary needs. Frequent errors in grammar, vocabulary, punctuation, spelling and in formation of nonalphabetic symbols, but writing can be understood by natives used to the writing of nonnatives.

*Hebrew.* Able to meet limited practical writing needs. Some ability to recombine learned material creatively into short sentences on familiar topics. Some ability to create simple questions as well. Topics are specific and closely tied to limited language experience, e.g., daily life, things I like to do, objects in the immediate environment and their description by means of basic adjectives: nice, good, big, new. Verbs are usually in the present and occasionally the past, but not always used accurately.

Frequent errors in grammar, especially lack of gender/number agreement (אוצ* "a good restaurant"; אוצ* "good people"), are characteristic of this level. There is regular use of English (in English or Hebrew characters) where vocabulary is lacking.

**Intermediate-Mid**

*Generic.* Able to meet a number of practical writing needs. Can write short, simple letters. Content involves personal preferences, daily routine, everyday events, and other topics grounded in
personal experience. Can express present time or at least one other
time frame or aspect consistently, e.g., nonpast, habitual,
imperfective Evidence of control of the syntax of noncomplex
sentences and basic inflectional morphology, such as declensions and
verb patterns. Writing tends to be a loose collection of sentences or
sentence fragments on a given topic and provides little evidence of
conscious organization. Can be understood by natives used to the
writing of nonnatives.

Hebrew. Able to meet an increasing number of practical writing
needs. Most writing tends to be a collection of sentences without
complex subordinate clauses. The writer primarily uses the present
tense and occasionally the past. The future is mostly expressed by
use of adverbs (e.g., מצאתי את "next year"; המחר "tomorrow") with
present tense verbs. There is emerging accuracy in spelling. In
general, the writing reflects the writer's speaking ability and the
subjects s/he is familiar with. Tasks may include notes, short letters
and descriptions of personal activities and surroundings. Typical
topics would be school, work, friends, the family, etc. Able to express
feelings and desires, report on current activities, and ask for
information in a very basic fashion. Writing at this level can be
comprehended by a sympathetic reader who is used to the writing of
non-natives. There is emerging use of circumlocution to overcome
limitations in vocabulary (e.g., אני רוצה לכתובך על תום הבחין "I want to
write you 'many thanks' " instead of אני רוצה לכתובך על "I want to
thank you").

Word order is often incorrect; it is usually derived from the
native language, e.g., מכירות חוגי* "a long time"; האוניברסיטט* "Psychology Department." There are continued mistakes in gender
and number agreement and in the use of the definite article (הכיתה והמרצה* "the big class learns" instead of הכיתה והמרצה* "the big class learns"
instead of הנרזה *)לומדת). The
writer may still sometimes resort to an English word, spelled in
Hebrew characters, when Hebrew vocabulary fails: בסיסי* for "France," אקונומיסט* for "economics." Under the influence of the
native language, connectives may be kept separate from the words to
which they should be attached (כ"ס בעיה* "and I went"; שֶׁשֶׁבאה* "when she came").
Intermediate-High

Generic. Able to meet most practical writing needs and limited social demands. Can take notes in some detail on familiar topics and respond in writing to personal questions. Can write simple letters, brief synopses and paraphrases, summaries of biographical data, work and school experience. In those languages relying primarily on content words and time expressions to express time, tense, or aspect, some precision is displayed; where tense and/or aspect is expressed through verbal inflection, forms are produced rather consistently, but not always accurately. An ability to describe and narrate in paragraphs is emerging. Rarely uses basic cohesive elements, such as pronominal substitutions or synonyms in written discourse. Writing, though faulty, is generally comprehensible to natives used to the writing of nonnatives.

Hebrew. Able to meet most practical and some social writing needs on topics related to the writer’s immediate environment, such as biographical details, school and work. Some of the characteristics of the Intermediate-Mid level are still found at this level; however, both in the nature of functions and in the quality and quantity of the writer’s output many of the characteristics of the Advanced level are already displayed. The Intermediate-High writer is able to take brief notes on familiar topics and to respond in writing to personal questions. Emerging ability to describe with some precision and to narrate in paragraphs. The writer demonstrates full control of simple sentences and uses more complex sentences linked by conjunctions, though the correct conjunction is not always chosen. Signs of better organizational ability begin to appear, but most writing still reflects the writer’s speech.

Advanced

The Advanced level is characterized by an ability to write narratives and descriptions of a factual nature of at least several paragraphs in length on familiar topics.

Advanced

Generic. Able to write routine social correspondence and join sentences in simple discourse of at least several paragraphs in length on familiar topics. Can write simple social correspondence, take notes, write cohesive summaries and resumes, as well as narratives
and descriptions of a factual nature. Has sufficient writing vocabulary to express self simply with some circumlocution. May still make errors in punctuation, spelling, or the formation of nonalphabetic symbols. Good control of the morphology and the most frequently used syntactic structures, e.g., common word order patterns, coordination, subordination, but makes frequent errors in producing complex sentences. Uses a limited number of cohesive devices, such as pronouns, accurately. Writing may resemble literal translations from the native language, but a sense of organization (rhetorical structure) is emerging. Writing is understandable to natives not used to the writing of nonnatives.

Hebrew. Able to write texts of several paragraphs in length, narrating, describing, and providing information on familiar, factual topics such as current events, social life, work and use of leisure time. Contexts include longer letters and short essays on personal experiences or personal reactions to events. The writer can perform more complex writing tasks such as expressing emotions and opinions (not yet fully supported), making comparisons, taking notes, writing summaries and the like. Organizational ability is evident, and vocabulary is sufficient for the writer to express self adequately with some circumlocution. There is good control of verb morphology in all tenses for common verbs, and the infinitive is correctly used. The writer also uses coordinate sentences with "and," "or," and "but." Use of subordination, though sometimes flawed, is also common. Future forms of the verb are used, but not always accurately, particularly in irregular verbs (e.g., "I will go"). Emerging ability to use "if" + verbs to hypothesize.

The correct verbal root is sometimes used in the wrong verb pattern (בְּרֵשָׁתִי לֹעַרְסַי "I registered [trans.] for classes" instead of רְשָׁתִי "I registered [intrans.]") or even in a pattern where that root is not found at all (קֵבִי "I cleaned"). The Advanced writer still often misuses or omits some prepositions, the relative particle -ש, and conjunctions (especially -כ "in order to"): עָרְדָה "helped him"; I think you are right." She/he sometimes fails to use subordinate clause when required after verbs such as רְצֵה "want" and מְקַה "hope" (אני רְצֵה שֶם "I want you to go"). Circumlocution often results in a lack of precision (e.g., "Alcohol..."
can do many bad things to life" instead of "alcohol can damage").
A native reader has no difficulty understanding writing at this level.

Advanced-High

Generic. Able to write about a variety of topics with significant precision and in detail. Can write most social and informal business correspondence. Can describe and narrate personal experiences fully but has difficulty supporting points of view in written discourse. Can write about the concrete aspects of topics relating to particular interests and special fields of competence. Often shows remarkable fluency and ease of expression, but under time constraints and pressure writing may be inaccurate. Generally strong in either grammar or vocabulary, but not in both. Weakness and unevenness in one of the foregoing or in spelling or character writing formation may result in occasional miscommunication. Some misuse of vocabulary may still be evident. Style may still be obviously foreign.

Hebrew. Able to write about a variety of topics with precision and in detail. Can write most social and informal business correspondence, using conventional greetings, openings and closings. Can describe and narrate personal experiences well, but has difficulty supporting points of view in written discourse. Can write about the concrete aspects of topics relating to particular interests and special fields of competence. The writer has good control of a full range of grammatical structures and a fairly wide general vocabulary but cannot yet use them comfortably and naturally all of the time. Some misuse of vocabulary may still be evident, but even these errors are all made at a fairly sophisticated level of vocabulary and structure. Writing may still be influenced by the writer's native language. Does not yet have any clear style or ability to vary style according to different tasks and readers, but writing demonstrates a good sense of organization. Both in quality and quantity the writer at this level performs at the Superior level over half of the time.

Superior

The Superior level is characterized by an ability to write formally and informally on practical, social and professional topics.
Generic. Able to express self effectively in most formal and informal writing on practical, social and professional topics. Can write most types of correspondence, such as memos as well as social and business letters, and short research papers and statements of position in areas of special interest or in special fields. Good control of a full range of structures, spelling or nonalphabetic symbol production, and a wide general vocabulary allow the writer to hypothesize and present arguments or points of view accurately and effectively. An underlying organization, such as chronological ordering, logical ordering, cause and effect, comparison, and thematic development is strongly evident, although not thoroughly executed and/or not totally reflecting target language patterns. Although sensitive to differences in formal and informal style, still may not tailor writing precisely to a variety of purposes and/or readers. Errors in writing rarely disturb natives or cause miscommunication.

Hebrew. Able to express self effectively in most formal and informal writing on practical, social and professional topics. Can write most types of correspondence, such as memos, social and business letters, and short research papers in areas of special interest or in special fields. Good control of a full range of structures, spelling, and a wide general vocabulary allow the writer to present and support arguments or points of view accurately and effectively. An underlying organization, such as chronological ordering, logical ordering, cause and effect, comparison, and thematic development is strongly evident, although not thoroughly executed and/or not totally reflecting target language patterns. Although sensitive to differences in formal and informal style, still may not tailor writing precisely to a variety of purposes and/or readers. The length of writing at this level extends from a number or paragraphs up to a number of pages.

At this level the writer often employs the vocabulary of written Hebrew (אויות הג "so," "is not," "is"), some features of classical Hebrew (הוג "that is") and Aramaicisms (ידיו "is") and shows general familiarity with the style and content of Hebrew writing as distinct from speech. The following features found in the writing of the educated native speaker can be expected to appear at this level: more extensive use of possessive suffixes and of the double genitive: נועתיה ליה "I touched her hand" instead of נועתיה ליה "I touched her on the hand"; "please return it"; מתפקים של חישמה יש תואר instead of מתפקים של חישמה "the strings of the guitar"; use of the "in which" construction: הבין...
"the house in which I grew up"; use of adjectival construct
"a short man"; use of "resumptive pronouns": "the subject I will discuss."

There is no evidence of patterned errors at this level. Mistakes may technically be the same as those at lower levels, but they occur only sporadically and at much higher levels of morphology, syntax and vocabulary. Some examples: slight mistakes in vocabulary: לא רגשית instead of "unemotional"; incorrect rendition of foreign names: סליפות instead of "Plato"; incorrect verb patterns: ... "A minority may not actualize its dream ... " instead of "A minority may not actualize its dream ... "; occasional unpattered spelling mistakes. Such errors rarely disturb natives or cause miscommunication.

READING

The Reading Guidelines are based on the analysis of data gathered by means of an experimental reading test developed specifically for this purpose. All texts included in the exam were authentic. Among them were personal notes, newspaper advertisements, items on current events and other articles from Hebrew newspapers, including Sa'ar Lamatil (a newspaper for immigrants to Israel), and unedited passages from non-fiction books.

Some of the questions which were not investigated and will require further research are: the reader's ability to read and understand texts including plene versus defective spelling, abbreviations and acronyms, sarcasm, irony and humor. The influence of the use of a dictionary on the reader's proficiency at all levels also needs to be further examined. The use of vowels or lack thereof was investigated, but the results were inconclusive.

Novice

The Novice level is characterized by an ability to

• identify isolated words and phrases when strongly supported by context; and

• identify learned material.
Novice-Low

Generic. Able occasionally to identify isolated words and/or major phrases when strongly supported by context.

Hebrew. No functional ability to read Hebrew, but able to recognize some isolated letters and occasional learned words such as names, greetings and other words that may have been frequently seen in Hebrew writing (e.g., שם, תם).

Novice-Mid

Generic. Able to recognize the symbols of an alphabetic and/or syllabic writing system and/or a limited number of characters in a system that uses characters. The reader can identify an increasing number of highly contextualized words and/or phrases including cognates and borrowed words, where appropriate. Material understood rarely exceeds a single phrase at a time, and rereading may be required.

Hebrew. Recognizes most consonants and understands that consonants in unpointed texts often stand for consonant + vowel. Able to recognize an increasing number of highly contextualized words and phrases, obvious loan words (in "supermarket," הולנדית "Hungary"), learned words and words known from cultural or religious background (ףסח "Passover," נקهة "Happy New Year").

Novice-High

Generic. Has sufficient control of the writing system to interpret written language in areas of practical need. Where vocabulary has been learned, can read for instructional and directional purposes standardized messages, phrases or expressions, such as some items on menus, schedules, timetables, maps and signs. At times, but not on a consistent basis, the Novice-High level reader may be able to derive meaning from material at a slightly higher level where context and/or extralinguistic background knowledge are supportive.

Hebrew. Has complete knowledge of the Hebrew alphabetic system, but may still have difficulty distinguishing letters that resemble each other, such as כ and כ, ג and נ. With help from context, can identify
the topic and some items from simple lists (TV programs, days of the week, names of months and of foreign languages), as well as some basic words for foods, articles of furniture, place names, etc. But sometimes misinterprets even simple lists (e.g., a TV schedule may be misinterpreted as a bus schedule, trip itinerary, list of items in a TV store, etc.). Can recognize basic grammatical structures when vocabulary is known or supplied (e.g., understands "this is my style" when "style" is supplied) and even extract meaning from a string of simple, connected sentences when context or background knowledge are supportive.

Intermediate
The Intermediate level is characterized by an ability to understand main ideas and some facts from simple connected texts.

Intermediate-Low

Generic. Able to understand main ideas and/or some facts from the simplest connected texts dealing with basic personal and social needs. Such texts are linguistically noncomplex and have a clear underlying internal structure, for example chronological sequencing. They impart basic information about which the reader has to make only minimal suppositions or to which the reader brings personal interest and/or knowledge. Examples include messages with social purposes or information for the widest possible audience, such as public announcements and short, straightforward instructions dealing with public life. Some misunderstandings will occur.

Hebrew. Able to understand the main ideas and/or some details from simple connected texts on familiar topics. In letters, notes, dialogues and simple narratives, can identify the main topic, the main characters, and some of the details, mainly when verbs related to common daily functions are used (בָּטֵן "write," יָסָב "sit," וַסִּיר "travel," אֶכֶל "eat"). Fully understands simple sentences (4 אלפים ו-537,000 "4,537,000 people live today in Israel"). Successfully identifies and understands basic structures and vocabulary in longer passages to get the gist of the text by ignoring unfamiliar material. While contextual clues are sometimes used successfully, overreliance on such clues may at other times mislead the reader.
Intermediate-Mid

Generic. Able to read consistently with increased understanding simple connected texts dealing with a variety of basic and social needs. Such texts are still linguistically noncomplex and have a clear underlying internal structure. They impart basic information about which the reader has to make minimal suppositions and to which the reader brings personal interest and/or knowledge. Examples may include short, straightforward descriptions of persons, places, and things written for a wide audience.

Hebrew. Good understanding of main idea and some details of simple advertisements and of short, factual, narrative texts (pointed, partially pointed, and unpointed) in familiar areas. Increasing comfort with Hebrew structure permits the reader to get meaning from unfamiliar expressions such as "every day," "more than," and "favorite." The reader has a wider vocabulary (כונך "key"; רהוב החול "U.S."); יזרע" and "Jews and Muslims") and greater ability to infer meaning from unknown vocabulary by relying on context (an Intermediate-Mid reader who does not know the word תכשיס "jewelry" may understand from the phrase תכשיס תכשיס "money and jewelry" that refers to some kind of valuables). Can interpret present, past and sometimes future tense of most regular and some common irregular verbs (לנכתע "we invite"; אני לא מתייבש "I will not return till evening"). Strong tendency to confuse cues with graphically similar but more familiar ones (reading רד for רד "uncle").

Intermediate-High

Generic. Able to read consistently with full understanding simple connected texts dealing with basic personal and social needs about which the reader has personal interest and/or knowledge. Can get some main ideas and information from texts at the next higher level featuring description and narration. Structural complexity may interfere with comprehension; for example, basic grammatical relations may be misinterpreted and temporal references may rely primarily on lexical items. Has some difficulty with the cohesive factors in discourse, such as matching pronouns with referents. While texts do not differ significantly from those at the Advanced
level, comprehension is less consistent. May have to read material several times for understanding.

Hebrew. Usually able to identify Who, What, When and Where in short connected texts on basic subjects. Can often get the gist of even longer paragraphs when expectations cued by the text are fulfilled. Consistently comprehends most details of simple informative texts such as non-technical advertisements, personal notes and messages. The Intermediate-High reader can identify most past, present, and future tense forms of frequent verbs in all verb patterns, and so can grasp the chronological sequence of events. Emerging but inconsistent ability to understand Advanced-level texts featuring description and narration.

Advanced

The Advanced level is characterized by
- an ability to read with consistent understanding prose several paragraphs in length, dealing primarily with factual information and intended for the general reader; and
- in areas of special interest or knowledge, an increasing ability to understand parts of texts which are propositionally and linguistically more complex.

Advanced Generic.

Able to read somewhat longer prose of several paragraphs in length, particularly if presented with a clear underlying structure. The prose is predominantly in familiar sentence patterns. Reader gets the main ideas and facts and misses some details. Comprehension derives not only from situational and subject matter knowledge but from increasing control of the language. Texts at this level include descriptions and narrations such as simple short stories, news items, biographical information, social notices, personal correspondence, routinized business letters and simple technical material written for the general reader.

Hebrew. Can understand multi-paragraph materials which include descriptions and narrations, such as news items, short stories, biographical information, short feature articles and the like, when logical development (story line, chronological sequence, or other rhetorical structure) is straightforward and the subject matter is familiar. Able to combine information extracted from various parts
of the text and make inferences and comparisons, but may miss some
details. Sometimes misinterprets colloquialisms that sound
comprehensible (e.g., "returns home around ten or eleven" may be interpreted as 10:11) and misreads
cultural cues due to own background (e.g., an Advanced-level reader
who sees "secular school" may understand it as "public school" because religious schools in America are all private).

Can fully comprehend the most important details of a wide
range of advertisements (e.g., for a student organization, a language
school, a hotel). Understands connective devices such as "therefore," "as a result," "although," "but." Has
usually mastered the form of conditional and relative clauses as well
as of the verbal tenses and other forms (infinitives, negative
imperatives) of regular and frequent irregular verbs, but may still
ignore obvious grammatical cues or seize a familiar vocabulary cue
and thus misinterpret. Has a broader range of vocabulary (e.g., מָכָר "research"; "causes") and can
comprehend texts containing nouns with possessive suffixes (תַּלְמוּד "his students"; יִכוֹלָה "his ability") and other characteristics of a
more formal style.

Advanced-High

Generic. Able to follow essential points of written discourse at the
Superior level in areas of special interest or knowledge. Able to
understand parts of texts which are conceptually abstract and
linguistically complex, and/or texts which treat unfamiliar topics and
situations, as well as some texts which involve aspects of target-
language culture. Able to comprehend the facts to make appropriate
inferences. A partial awareness of the aesthetic properties of
language and of its literary styles permits comprehension of a wider
variety of texts, including literary. Misunderstandings may occur.

Hebrew. Can understand multi-paragraph texts within an
increasing range of factual and familiar topics and, with uneven
comprehension, abstract, hypothetical or other Superior-level texts
as well. Understands most of the finer points of texts containing a
wide variety of grammatical structures, e.g., has increased awareness
of semantic relationships between forms of the same root realized in
different verb patterns, and has fully mastered subordinate clauses
at all different levels of complexity. Shows emerging but
inconsistent ability to understand different registers in written materials.

Superior

The Superior level is characterized by an ability to read, for information or for pleasure with almost complete comprehension and at normal speed, a wide variety of texts on a wide variety of topics.

Generic. Able to read with almost complete comprehension and at normal speed expository prose on unfamiliar subjects and a variety of literary texts. Reading ability is not dependent on subject matter knowledge, although the reader is not expected to comprehend thoroughly texts which are highly dependent on knowledge of the target culture. Reads easily for pleasure. Superior-level texts feature hypotheses, argumentation and supported opinions and include grammatical patterns and vocabulary ordinarily encountered in academic/professional reading. At this level, due to the control of general vocabulary and structure, the reader is almost always able to match the meanings derived from extralinguistic knowledge with meanings derived from knowledge of the language, allowing for smooth and efficient reading of diverse texts. Occasional misunderstandings may still occur; for example, the reader may experience some difficulty with unusually complex structures and low-frequency idioms. At the Superior level the reader can match strategies, top-down or bottom-up, which are most appropriate to the text. (Top-down strategies rely on real-world knowledge and prediction based on genre and organizational scheme of the text. Bottom-up strategies rely on actual linguistic knowledge.) Material at this level will include a variety of literary texts, editorials, correspondence, general reports and technical material in professional fields. Rereading is rarely necessary, and misreading is rare.

Hebrew. Can read with close to full comprehension a wide array of texts, including a large selection of articles in Hebrew newspapers, which deal with abstract and unfamiliar topics. These texts may include hypothetical concepts and utilize argumentation and supported opinion. Able to understand selected unabridged and unadapted literary pieces with the help of a dictionary. Comfortable with a wider range of culture-specific material. Can read material which includes more sophisticated vocabulary, idioms, and metaphoric language.
"betrayer/destroyer of Israel"; המנהג לעד ישראל וזכרו יפו "The kibbutz is like a drop of water that reflects in its structure everything that is found in the ocean.

Unfamiliarity with infrequent vocabulary, misreading due to lack of vowels, confusion about semantic indicators, and lack of familiarity with some culture-specific material may still cause occasional unpatterned misunderstandings.

**Distinguished**

The Distinguished level is characterized by the ability to read fluently and accurately most styles and forms of the language within comprehension that is achieved from within the cultural framework of the language and that includes appreciation of nuance and subtlety.

**Generic.** Able to read fluently and accurately most styles and forms of the language pertinent to academic and professional needs. Able to relate inferences in the text to real-world knowledge and understand almost all sociolinguistic and cultural references by processing language from within the cultural framework. Able to understand a writer's use of nuance and subtlety. Can readily follow unpredictable turns of thought and author intent in such materials as sophisticated editorials, specialized journal articles, and literary texts such as novels, plays, poems, as well as in any subject matter area directed to the general reader.

**Hebrew.** Able to read fluently and accurately most styles and forms of the language pertinent to academic and professional needs. Understands most allusions in modern Hebrew literature from earlier sources. Sensitive to subtle nuances, and possesses sufficient knowledge of Israeli culture to follow virtually any colloquial or idiomatic usage intended for the general reader (e.g., בכותל "council head" as roughly equivalent to small town mayor; במחזור סיים "parties" rather than the apparent literal meaning of "night school"; מידה ולא מידה "equality and inequality", terms from rabbinic literature referring to leniency or strictness).
Copy from print to script:

(1) לָאוּרִי, אֶתְכֵן שֶבֶלמֶךְ נַכְּלָה לְנַהֲרֵי.
(2) אַגְּרוּ שֶנוֹ הָאָרֶץ, נְכַוְּקִי נַעֲלָי.
(3) יָרְכוּ, עַטְרוּ, וַתְּסַפְּרָה לְאַנְשֵׁי אֲנָשָׁי.

Novice-Mid

Use each of the following words in a Hebrew sentence: 1. new, "dining room," etc.

(1) הַשָּׁבָתָה הָרָשָׁא בַּלַּיְלָה, וַיַּקְרָבְּהּ לַּגָּלֶיהְיָה הַשָּׁבָתָה.
(2) נִגְעוּ בְּאֶחָדָם, וַיִּשְׁעָרְיוּ בְּאֵיתָם.
Novice-High

Tell about your roommate.

_La__

__New York__, _C__

_Brandie_.

Write a note to your roommate, including questions.

Complete:

_In my refrigerator I have__

_In my house there are__

_0 C_3

_7110_3

_800_3

_Jul 31_0

_Feb 0_1

_Nov 22_0

_May 7_0

30
Write a note to your friend.

Reply.

Intermediate-Low
Intermediate-Mid

This year I want to -

A postcard from abroad
Self description

Intermediate-Mid
Advanced

Response to a letter to the editor
Advanced

I got back to school yesterday and...
Advanced

אני בא עם צעדים קדומים...

אני מתנהל לפי הש項 וה mapDispatchToProps של ההרכבה ומשתמש ב"תלמאנות" של הגבעה, ונשים ב"טראדה" של ההרכבה. זוהי רעיון חדש ומקסימום של שימור באמצעות הרישונות של הגבעה וההרכבה. בהרכבה, אנו משתמשים ב"תלמאנות" של הגבעה, ונשים ב"טראדה" של ההרכבה.
מציאת עליונה בטענה ו-make more public sense, ליער
של אור כחליה יושב איך! כל-נהוגי לרשם משוטה
והם עוכבים והמשתנים על כל ישן כלשהם.
לכל مرة, להקה איננה בשבילilden גלישה סגולה
ולא חבר, מחנה אוים יודה אחריה ניתן לפנים
למה זהSugar? מה זהSugar? מה זהSugar?
שהם pronounce, כל היד, מחבט מה?
כמ.ndarray ח' י' זה?"?
 commentaire - COMMENTS. anything, error of the above
 Who could, have, if you can, believe! believe: not, why
 why again, we have, why? why again? why again?
 why again? why again? why again?
 why again? why again? why again?
 why again? why again? why again?
 why again? why again? why again?
Superior

הרי מה שומם עד קרה. עיסוק ב늬 מיוצר יזיץ! הלילה סיים

ה鹳ッר מאה פורץ את את הגדולים ליתר מגע

ברזיל וברזילו בזרועי החוסר

 intéressant ידוע של הפרグループ

ונוי לא במחנה

ויתר על יום יש יריעה וידית

ולא רק כי שינה, לוח

ל会影响到 והם לא

למחנה

ולא רק כי שינה, לוח

ל会影响到 והם לא

למחנה

ולא רק כי שינה, לוח
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HEBREW PROFICIENCY

GUIDELINES
Introduction

The Hebrew Proficiency Guidelines are based on the generic guidelines published in 1986 by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL). ACTFL describes the guidelines as

a hierarchy of global characterizations of integrated performance in speaking, listening, reading and writing. Each description is a representative, not an exhaustive, sample of a particular range of ability, and each level subsumes all previous levels, moving from simple to complex in an "all-before-and-more" fashion.

Because these guidelines identify stages of proficiency, as opposed to achievement, they are not intended to measure what an individual has achieved through specific classroom instruction but rather to allow assessment of what an individual can and cannot do, regardless of where, when, or how the language has been learned or acquired; thus, the words "learned" and "acquired" are used in the broadest sense. These guidelines are not based on a particular linguistic theory or pedagogical method, since the guidelines are proficiency-based, as opposed to achievement-based, and are intended to be used for global assessment.

It is especially important to bear in mind that the levels in the Guidelines are only partial descriptions of the characteristics of a range of performance. Thus, they are neither goals for teaching or curricular sequencing, nor absolute criteria for measuring learner outcomes. The Guidelines can be helpful in curriculum and test development; however, such usage has to be guided by a thorough understanding of the learning goals underlying the Guidelines. The statements and examples included in each level can only capture a small part of the conceptual, partial and full control of various linguistic and socio-linguistic characteristic of that specific level.

The Hebrew Guidelines are the result of a two-year project funded by a grant from the United States Department of Education, which was carried out during 1988-1990 by a national committee based at Brandeis University. The members of the committee were:
Shmuel Bolozky, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Rivka Dori, Hebrew Union College (Los Angeles) and University of Southern California
Ruth Gollan, Brandeis University (Project Director)
Edna Grad, Northwestern University (first year)
Benjamin Hary, Emory University
Adina Ofek, Jewish Theological Seminary of America
Jonathan Paradise, University of Minnesota
Vardit Ringvald, Brandeis University (second year).

The Hebrew Guidelines, like the other language-specific guidelines developed to date, exemplify the characteristics of each level of the generic guidelines in a specific language. The guidelines for each skill provide a description of the functional linguistic behavior of non-native users of Modern Hebrew ranging from the total beginner (Novice-Low) to the person with “full professional competence in the language” (Superior) or, in the receptive skills of listening and reading, an even higher level of competence (Distinguished).

All the examples included in the Hebrew Guidelines are from data collected specifically for this project. An extensive analysis of Oral Proficiency Interviews as well as writing samples and listening and reading comprehension samples was conducted by the Hebrew Guidelines Committee over the two-year period of the grant.

While the Guidelines emphasize functional ability, examples of typical errors characteristic of the samples examined have also been included. The more detailed description of both strengths and weaknesses which may characterize each level should be helpful to those who will use the Guidelines as a basis for further research, rating and instruction. The descriptions of the Intermediate-High and Advanced-High levels have generally been kept shorter, with fewer or no examples, since these levels incorporate many of the significant features of both the preceding and the following ranges. The prominent characteristic of these two levels is the unevenness and lack of consistency of the performance. Often the person’s performance appears to be at the next higher level, but just as often it sinks back to the one before.

An effort was made to obtain as broad and diverse a sample as possible within the time constraints of the project. However, additional research and, in particular, test development will be necessary in order to confirm that the samples are indeed representative and to explore the properties of the proficiency scale in greater depth.
Since its inception, the development of proficiency guidelines has been an ongoing, interactive process. No version of the guidelines is considered final or definitive. This first version of the Hebrew Guidelines should serve as a basis for a more general and objective description of proficiency in the four skills than has been possible in the past, and should facilitate the creation of proficiency-based tests and curricula. However, since the Guidelines are intended to help describe the proficiency of any non-native who has learned Hebrew in any kind of setting, and since large numbers of people learn Hebrew outside of university settings, further research and discussion leading to the refinement and revision of the Guidelines is essential. It is hoped that these Guidelines will facilitate such research and lead to productive discussions among professors of Hebrew. They should also facilitate cross-fertilization between researchers and instructors of Hebrew and those teaching other languages for which guidelines have already been developed.

The committee would like to acknowledge with gratitude the help of David Hiple of ACTFL, who has served as tester trainer and consultant to the committee since the inception of the project, and of these others who have provided assistance, guidance and suggestions during the course of the project: Roger Allen, University of Pennsylvania; Nancy Anderson, Educational Testing Service; Shulamit Bitran, Clark University; Heidi Byrnes, Georgetown University; Michael Carasik, staff assistant to the committee; Rina Donchin, University of Illinois; Vijai Gambhir, University of Pennsylvania; Yehiel Hayon, Ohio State University; Isabelle Kaplan, ACTFL; Samuel Livingston, ETS; Gilead Morahg, University of Wisconsin; Zila Naor, Brandeis University; Nissan Netzer, Bar-Ilan University; Raphael Nir, Hebrew University, Jerusalem; Bonit Porath, Brandeis University; Asher Riviin, Tel Aviv University and World Zionist Organization, New York; Meira Rom, Hebrew University, Jerusalem; Elana Shohamy, Tel Aviv University; Irene Thompson, George Washington University; Ronald Walton, National Foreign Language Center and University of Maryland; Leora Weinbach, Center for Education Technology, Tel Aviv; and Zehava Weizman, Harvard University.

The Generic Guidelines were revised and prepared by Heidi Byrnes; James Child; Nina Levinson; Pardee Lowe, Jr.; Seiichi Makino; Irene Thompson; and A. Ronald Walton.

For the convenience of those who do not read Hebrew, the committee this set of the Hebrew Guidelines has the examples transliterated into Roman characters. In both Writing and Reading the transcription reflects, for the most part, Hebrew orthography:
thus, ẓ (צ) is distinguished from ẓ (צ) and ḏ (ד) from ধ (ধ). Doubling is also indicated. The transcription of Speaking and Listening reflects speakers' usage of the language; therefore, there is no distinction between ḥ and ḫ (both χ); ẓ and ẓ (both ẓ), etc. Moreover, there is no marking of  כ or ś.

The sign * denotes an error.

**SPEAKING**

All the examples are taken from recorded oral interviews conducted for this project.

**Novice**

The Novice level is characterized by the ability to communicate minimally with learned material.

**Novice-Low**

Generic. Oral production consists of isolated words and perhaps a few high-frequency phrases. Essentially no functional communicative ability.

Hebrew. No functional ability to communicate in Hebrew. Oral production is limited to several isolated words or expressions, such as šalom "hi," ani "I," ken "yes," lo "no," toda "thanks," and familiar loanwords from Jewish/Israeli culture such as "Shabbat," "chutzpa," "pita," "aliyah," "kibbutz."

**Novice-Mid**

Generic. Oral production continues to consist of isolated words and learned phrases within very predictable areas of need. Vocabulary is sufficient only for handling simple, elementary needs and expressing basic courtesies. Utterances rarely consist of more than two or three words and show frequent long pauses and repetition of interlocutor's words. Speaker may have some difficulty producing even the simplest utterances. Some Novice-Mid speakers may be understood only with great difficulty.

Hebrew. No significant functional ability to communicate in Hebrew. Primarily reactive; intelligible only to sympathetic listeners.
Oral production is limited to repetition of interviewer's input or memorized utterances. Functions are limited to some courtesy formulas (ma šlomxa? "how are you?"; naim meod "pleased to meet you"), listing and enumerating, and simple, mostly memorized phrases and sentences (ani gara be-boston "I live in Boston"; ani ohevet pūtsa "I like pizza"). Content may consist of common lexical items related to people (aba "father"; ima "mother", talmid "student", xaver "friend"); objects and places (kise "chair"; šulxan "table", xeder "room", kita "class"); food (tapuz "orange"; lexem "bread"; dag "fish"); days of the week (yom šiši "Friday"; yom rišon "Sunday"); numbers 1-10; and loan words such as universita, hamburger, kafe.

Speech is characterized by long pauses, frequent groping for words, use of first language, few adjectives, lack of agreement between subject and verb and inaccurate use of personal pronouns. The Novice-Mid speaker may have a surprisingly large vocabulary of isolated words and phrases acquired through the study of Jewish culture. However, knowledge of these lexical items does not increase functional ability in the language.

Novice-High

Generic. Able to satisfy partially the requirements of basic communicative exchanges by relying heavily on learned utterances but occasionally expanding these through simple recombinations of their elements. Can ask questions or make statements involving learned material. Shows signs of spontaneity although this falls short of real autonomy of expression. Speech continues to consist of learned utterances rather than of personalized, situationally adapted ones. Vocabulary centers on areas such as basic objects, places, and most common kinship terms. Pronunciation may still be strongly influenced by first language. Errors are frequent and, in spite of repetition, some Novice-High speakers will have difficulty being understood even by sympathetic interlocutors.

Hebrew. Emerging, but not sustained ability to engage in basic communicative exchanges, mainly through recombination or expansion of learned material (hem gam rotsim lilmod anglit, "They want to study English too"; ani ovedet bauniversita, "I work at the university"). Content is still usually limited to a few topics, concerning self and immediate surroundings such as food, the family, the classroom (hamijspaxa šeli gara be ..., "My family lives in ..."; ani holezet lemunea, "I am going to a museum"). Creativity is reflected in the emerging ability to ask some questions, cope with simple
survival situations such as ordering a basic meal, inviting someone over, or buying a ticket. Most statements are in the present tense. Occasional use of simple adverbs of time (אָֽזַ֣אַפְּנָה "now," הָֽיָּוֹם "today") and space (םְאִם "there," קְפוּ "here") and partial control of conjunctions (אני אנְֻּכְּבָּי אֶנְֻּכְּבָּי. "I like Hebrew, English too") add some detail to the Novice-High speaker's sentences.

However, errors are frequent and may include improper use of the infinitive (אני רְצָּה *קְוֹטָב סְיוּרִים, "I want to *write stories") and lack of agreement in number (כְּמוּר *גְּדוֹל, "good [sg.] *friends [pl.]") or gender (אֵם *מְדִיס, "Mother [f.] *says [m.]"). Speakers may have difficulty in producing sounds not found in the first language. Communication even with sympathetic interlocutors may be difficult.

**Intermediate**

The Intermediate level is characterized by the speaker's ability to:

- create with the language by combining and recombining learned elements, though primarily in a reactive mode;
- initiate, minimally sustain, and close in a simple way basic communicative tasks; and
- ask and answer questions.

**Intermediate-Low**

**Generic.** Able to handle successfully a limited number of interactive, task-oriented and social situations. Can ask and answer questions, initiate and respond to simple statements and maintain face-to-face conversation, although in a highly restricted manner and with much linguistic inaccuracy. Within these limitations, can perform such tasks as introducing self, ordering a meal, asking directions, and making purchases. Vocabulary is adequate to express only the most elementary needs. Strong interference from native language may occur. Misunderstanding frequently arise, but with repetition, the Intermediate-Low speaker can generally be understood by sympathetic interlocutors.

**Hebrew.** Able to engage in some simple conversations such as introductions, greetings, invitations, expressions of likes and dislikes, and obtaining information in order to fulfill immediate needs. Uses a limited number of simple sentences, mostly one or two at a time; most are still reactive and repeat part of the question. Limited but sustained creativity is reflected in the ability to ask and answer
simple questions (eylo at ovedet? "Where do you work?"; kama ze ole?, "How much does it cost?") and combine known elements to say things with a measure of spontaneity. Able to survive uncomplicated daily situations such as buying a bus ticket, asking for directions, or ordering food in a restaurant.

The Intermediate-Low speaker attempts to carry on conversations, mostly on topics such as everyday activities (ani ohevet likro velixtov, "I like to read and write"; ani oved ki ani rotse kesei, "I work because I want money"), the family, friends and other narrowly defined familiar topics.

Errors resulting in miscommunication frequently occur, but with repetition the speaker can generally be understood by sympathetic interlocutors, who would understand responses like the following: ani lo *sameax ki ani rotsa šešašem šeli ivrit xaya, "I (f.) am not happy (m.), because I want my Hebrew name (to be) Chaya"; hi *lilmod ivrit gam, *lamad im *ani, "She *studied Hebrew too, she *studied with *me."

Intermediate-Mid

Generic. Able to handle successfully a variety of uncomplicated, basic and communicative tasks and social situations. Can talk simply about self and family members. Can ask and answer questions and participate in simple conversations on topics beyond the most immediate needs: e.g., personal history and leisure-time activities. Utterance length increases slightly, but speech may continue to be characterized by frequent long pauses, since the smooth incorporation of even basic conversational strategies is often hindered as the speaker struggles to create appropriate language forms. Pronunciation may continue to be strongly influenced by first language and fluency may still be strained. Although misunderstandings still arise, the Intermediate-Mid speaker can generally be understood by sympathetic interlocutors.

Hebrew. Able to maintain a variety of uncomplicated face-to-face conversations in highly predictable surroundings. More interactive and creative than the previous level. Produces strings or lists of sentences in sequence, though still not in utterances of paragraph length. Emerging ability to use the past tense. Topics are similar to those of the Intermediate-Low level, but with increased quantity and quality of speech. Examples: yeš harbe anašim šeomrim šewashington makom tov meod, "There are many people who say that Washington is a very good place"; haima šeli hi gam lo ohevet et hanaalaim šeli,
"My mother does not like my shoes either"; hayom yafe meod, ktsat kar, aval yafe, "It's a nice day today, a bit cold, but nice." Able to handle a variety of survival situations.

Can get information by asking simple questions such as lama at bat leamerika? "Why did you come to America?", ben kama hayeled shelax? "How old is your son?", ma at osa kan? "What are you doing here?", eyfo at ovedet? "Where do you work?", matay bat launiversita? "When did you come to the university?", meain ata ba? "Where do you come from?".

Errors may include lack of agreement and failure to use the construct state (ani lo xoševet šeani *karov *lemišpaxa haddodim, "I don't think that I am *close to the uncles' *family"); inaccuracies in verbal forms (*kanati, "I *bought"); incorrect word order (profesor *meaxer universita, "professor from *another university"); and incorrect use of the definite article. In responses to questions, often uses question markers as conjunctions (ani lo lomed *matai ani holax laavoda, "I don't study *when I go to work").

Such mistakes usually do not prevent the Intermediate-Mid speaker from being understood by a sympathetic interlocutor.

**Intermediate-High**

Generic. Able to handle successfully most uncomplicated communicative tasks and social situations. Can initiate, sustain, and close a general conversation with a number of strategies appropriate to a range of circumstances and topics, but errors are evident. Limited vocabulary still necessitates hesitation and may bring about slightly unexpected circumlocution. There is emerging evidence of connected discourse, particularly for simple narration and/or description. The Intermediate-High speaker can generally be understood even by interlocutors not accustomed to dealing with speakers at this level, but repetition may still be required.

**Hebrew.** Able to handle successfully most uncomplicated communicative tasks and social situations. Emerging but not sustained ability to narrate and describe simple activities and situations in connected speech, using a variety of the more frequent conjunctions, such as o "or," ve- "and," aval "but," mipne še- "because," lišne še- "before," kešo- "when" (... ze nose kašo meod, aval yeš dvarim laasot..., "... This is a difficult subject, but there are things to be done...."). Accuracy of expression is increased through correct use of the infinitive and of common verbs in the past tense. Emerging ability to express future time (ani mitkonen linsoa habayta..."... This is a difficult subject, but there are things to be done....")
baxofeš, "I'm planning to go home during vacation"), with some difficulty in the use of morphological future forms. Can occasionally express opinions in simple terms and handle situations with some complications. Is becoming less dependent on sympathetic interlocutors.

**Advanced**

The Advanced level is characterized by the speaker's ability to:
- converse in a clearly participatory fashion;
- initiate, sustain and bring to closure a wide variety of communicative tasks, including those that require an increased ability to convey meaning with diverse language strategies due to a complication or an unforeseen turn of events;
- satisfy the requirements of school and work situations;
- narrate and describe with paragraph-length connected discourse.

**Advanced**

**Generic.** Able to satisfy the requirements of everyday situations and routine school and work requirements. Can handle with confidence but not with facility complicated tasks and social situations, such as elaborating, complaining, and apologizing. Can narrate and describe with some details, linking sentences together smoothly. Can communicate facts and talk casually about topics of current public and personal interest, using general vocabulary. Shortcomings can often be smoothed over by communicative strategies, such as pause fillers, stalling devices, and different rates of speech. Circumlocution which arises from vocabulary or syntactic limitations very often is quite successful, though some groping for words may still be evident. The Advanced-level speaker can be understood without difficulty by native interlocutors.

**Hebrew.** Able to satisfy routine social demands and school or work requirements. Increasing control of subordinate clauses as well as common verb patterns, gender, number, subject/verb and noun/adjective agreement permits the Advanced speaker to narrate, describe and compare in complete though simple paragraphs (a'xar kax ani tsarix liknot ... "afterwards I need to buy ... "; im tavoi "If you come"; hu xošev še "He thinks that"; kešebikarti baarets "When I visited Israel"). Can state an opinion--not yet fully supported--on
topics of general interest such as current issues and events, politics, sports, the weather, social issues. Can handle situations with a complication, such as being stranded at the airport, losing documents, being late to work, or returning a purchase for a refund. Is often able to resort to circumlocution and other communication strategies when specific vocabulary fails.

Good control of most common prepositions, including those governed by frequently used verbs, and of inflected prepositions, leads to greater clarity: omer le "says to"; medaber im "speaks with"; more levrit "a teacher of Hebrew"; li "to me," iti "with me," al yadi "next to me." Errors may be caused by interference from native language, e.g. ozer *et "help" + *direct object; *al yom rishon "*on Sunday"; medaber *le "speak *to"; garti *al hakibuts "I lived *on the kibbutz."

Other errors may include occasional realization in the wrong verb pattern such as *lavaintt "we *dressed [trans.]" for hitlabainu "we got dressed" and haxanut *sogeret "the store *closes [trans.]" instead of nisgeret "closes [intrans.]" and gender/number errors (milim *kašim "*hard words"; *ze haarets "*This is the land"). But such errors rarely lead to misunderstandings in communication with native speakers.

**Advanced-High**

**Generic.** Able to satisfy the requirements of a broad variety of everyday, school, and work situations. Can discuss concrete topics relating to particular interests and special fields of competence. There is emerging evidence of ability to support opinions, explain in detail, and hypothesize. The Advanced-High speaker often shows a well developed ability to compensate for an imperfect grasp of some forms with confident use of communicative strategies, such as paraphrasing and circumlocution. Differentiated vocabulary and intonation are effectively used to communicate fine shades of meaning. The Advanced-High speaker often shows remarkable fluency and ease of speech but under the demands of Superior-level, complex tasks language may break down or prove inadequate.

**Hebrew.** Able to converse in a clearly participatory fashion and to satisfy the requirements of a variety of everyday, school, work or social situations. Increase in quality and quantity of Advanced tasks or functions. Greater accuracy in use of prepositions, subordinate clauses, verb forms and gender agreement. Partial but inconsistent ability to hypothesize (using ifu "if" and the appropriate verb tenses),
support opinions, handle abstractions in extended discourse, and otherwise perform at the Superior level. Some groping for words and other mistakes still occur as well, especially when discussing unfamiliar topics or attempting to use more specific or sophisticated vocabulary (e.g., "veterinarian," "district attorney," "decline in the ability"); adan šemēasen omer šeze pogēa *bexofshiut šelo ... "a man who smokes says that it impinges on his *freedom ... "). Patterned errors also appear, but they are more likely to be idiosyncratic to the particular speaker than characteristic of Advanced-High speaking in general.

Superior
The superior level is characterized by the speaker's ability to:
- participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, social, professional, and abstract topics; and
- support opinions and hypothesize using native-like discourse strategies.

Generic. Able to speak the language with sufficient accuracy to participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, social, professional, and abstract topics. Can discuss special fields of competence and interest with ease. Can support opinions and hypothesize, but may not be able to tailor language to audience or discuss in depth highly abstract or unfamiliar topics. Usually the Superior-level speaker is only partially familiar with regional or other dialectical variants. The Superior-level speaker commands a wide variety of interactive strategies and shows good awareness of discourse strategies. The latter involves the ability to distinguish main ideas from supporting information through syntactic, lexical and suprasegmental features (pitch, stress, intonation). Sporadic errors may occur, particularly in low-frequency structures and some complex high-frequency structures more common to formal writing, but no patterns of errors are evident. Errors do not disturb the native speaker or interfere with communication.

Hebrew. Able to speak the language with sufficient accuracy to participate effectively in most formal and informal conversations on practical, social and professional matters. Can discuss a broad range of concrete as well as abstract topics, including unfamiliar ones, in extended and connected discourse. Can handle unfamiliar situations, support opinions, and hypothesize, using ilu and ilmaše "if" and the
appropriate verb forms. Functional mastery of the verb and noun patterns (\textit{bin\textvisiblespace}yanim} and \textit{mi\textvisiblespace}skalim). Some ability to shift registers appropriately (\textit{y'es lanu be\textvisiblespace}vet hase\textvisiblespace}fer yel\textvisiblespace}adim yot\textvisiblespace}sim min hak\textvisiblespace}d\textvisiblespace}l\textvisiblespace}l, mama\textvisiblespace}\textvisiblespace}s yot\textvisiblespace}sey do\textvisiblespace}fen, "We have some [idiomatic equivalent of] really extraordinary kids in our school"). Uses idiomatic expressions (\textit{lo\textvisiblespace} al\textvisiblespace}a bey\textvisiblespace}d\textvisiblespace}enu l\textvisiblespace}m\textvisiblespace}noa "we did not manage to prevent"; \textit{histakal\textvisiblespace}ti bo\textvisiblespace} s\textvisiblespace}aa ar\textvisiblespace}ka, "I looked at him for a long while"; \textit{hi s\textvisiblespace}im\textvisiblespace}s\textvisiblespace}a be\textvisiblespace}ta\textvisiblespace}fki\textvisiblespace}d\textvisiblespace}i\textvisiblespace}m x\textvisiblespace}\textvisiblespace}a\textvisiblespace}\textvisiblespace}su\textvisiblespace}v\textvisiblespace}i\textvisiblespace}m, "She held important jobs ... ").

No patterned errors and no groping for words. Unpatterned errors may still occur (e. g., \textit{to\textvisiblespace}fes\textvisiblespace}im "*forms"; \textit{kemo se\textvisiblespace}\textvisiblespace}en\textvisiblespace} lo bay\textvisiblespace}it "*as (if) he doesn't have a home"; \textit{ze lama y\textvisiblespace}e\textvisiblespace}\textvisiblespace}sh he\textvisiblespace}vd\textvisiblespace}l "that's *why there's a difference"; \textit{haim at rotsa *leh\textvisiblespace}t\textvisiblespace}page\textvisiblespace}s ve\textvisiblespace}leso\textvisiblespace}xe\textvisiblespace}x? "Would you like *to get together and talk?"). Such errors may clearly distinguish the Superior speaker as a non-native, but they do not interfere with communication or disturb the native speaker.

LISTENING

The Hebrew Listening Guidelines are based on data collected by the Hebrew Guidelines Committee through a listening comprehension test, Oral Proficiency Interviews and classroom observation. The test was recorded on audio tape and it included both unmodified recordings of news broadcasts and simulated authentic dialogues. Additional research will be necessary in order to develop the test fully and to collect data based on a wider variety of listening tasks.

These guidelines assume that all the listening segments are delivered at a normal pace of speech with natural intonation and stress patterns. The ability of listeners at the lower end of the scale can be enhanced or hampered by the existence of different listening conditions such as slowed or rapid speech, repetition, a familiar or unfamiliar accent, visual cues, background noise, the age of the speaker, etc.

Novice

The Novice level is characterized by an ability to recognize learned material and isolated words and phrases when strongly supported by context.
Novice-Low

**Generic.** Understanding is limited to occasional isolated words, such as cognates, borrowed words, and high-frequency social conventions. Essentially no ability to comprehend even short utterances.

**Hebrew.** No practical understanding of spoken Hebrew. Understanding is limited to occasional familiar words, e.g.: borrowed words (universita, kafe, kafeetereya, kontsert, museon); social conventions (salom, ken "yes," lo "no," toda "thank you"); terminology acquired through religious or cultural contexts (shanata tova "Happy New Year," sofar); and occasional other isolated words or phrases. Even these terms are usually recognized only when heard in isolation and very clearly enunciated in fully specified contexts.

Novice-Mid

**Generic.** Able to understand some short, learned utterances, particularly where context strongly supports understanding and speech is clearly audible. Comprehends some words and phrases from simple questions, statements, high-frequency commands and courtesy formulae about topics that refer to basic personal information or the immediate physical setting. The listener requires long pauses for assimilation and periodically requests repetition and/or a slower rate of speech.

**Hebrew.** Able to understand some memorized words and phrases or simple questions (ata rotse sukar? "Do you want sugar?"; kafe o te? "Coffee or tea?") when strongly supported by context and clearly enunciated. Understanding is limited to familiar context areas such as the family (aba "father," ima "mother," mishpaha "family," ax "brother," axot "sister"), home, food, school, some numbers (1-10), common courtesy formulae (boker tov "good morning," bevakaša "please/you're welcome," ma nišma? "What's up?" naim meod "pleased to meet you"), and high-frequency commands (kax "take," šev "sit," ten "give," bo "come," lex "go"). Familiar context or vocabulary facilitates comprehension of a surrounding phrase; e.g., "Does X live in New York?" may be understood because of the familiar names and/or the intonation.

The Novice-Mid listener may require frequent repetition or rewording even of most simple questions (meain ata? "Where are you from?"; mi ze? "Who is it?"; eyfo habait šelxa? "Where is your home?"). Misunderstandings arise even with most common
questions, such as confusion of *ma šimxa?* "What is your name?" and *ma Šalomxa?* "How are you?" Listener may require long pauses for assimilation.

**Novice-High**

**Generic.** Able to understand short, learned utterances and some sentence-length utterances, particularly where context strongly supports understanding and speech is clearly audible. Comprehends words and phrases from simple questions, statements, high-frequency commands and courtesy formulae. May require repetition, rephrasing and/or a slowed rate of speech for comprehension.

**Hebrew.** Able to understand short, memorized phrases and some sentence-length utterances (*ani xolet hayom* "I'm sick today") in face-to-face conversations, particularly when strongly supported by pictures, gestures, or other context, and when speech is very clear. Comprehends some basic questions (*matay hašīur leivrit?* "When is Hebrew class?"; *ma ata ose?* "What are you doing?") statements (*yeš li šiur ivrit baboker* "I have Hebrew class in the morning") and high-frequency commands (*ten li sefer* "Give me a book") found in daily behavior involving family, school, leisure time activities and other familiar areas. May require repetition, rephrasing and/or slow, careful speech for comprehension. Minor modifications caused by word inflection are enough to render a familiar word unrecognizable (*katan/ktana* "small [m./f.]", *kaxol/kxula* "blue [m./f.]", etc.).

**Intermediate**

The Intermediate level is characterized by an ability to understand main ideas and some facts from interactive exchanges and simple connected aural texts.

The Intermediate level is characterized by the listener's ability to:

- understand complete sentences;
- understand compound sentences in familiar contexts;
- catch the gist of longer utterances in familiar contexts which allow for a high probability of correct guessing from a minimum of word clues.

Comprehension is degraded when the listener is pressured by the need to provide a spoken response or by listening to speech
which cannot be repeated or altered (e.g., radio, telephone answering machine).

**Intermediate-Low**

**Generic.** Able to understand sentence-length utterances which consist of recombinations of learned elements in a limited number of content areas, particularly if strongly supported by the situational context. Content refers to basic personal background and needs, social conventions and routine tasks, such as getting meals and receiving simple instructions and directions. Listening tasks pertain primarily to spontaneous face-to-face conversations. Understanding is often uneven; repetition and rewording may be necessary. Misunderstandings in both main ideas and details arise frequently.

**Hebrew.** Able to understand sentence-length utterances which consist of recombinations of learned/acquired elements in a limited number of context areas: school, restaurant (ma ata rotse leexol? "What would you like to eat?") home (yeš sapa al yad hašulxan "There is a sofa next to the table"), lodging (yeš kan bet malon? "Is there a hotel here?"), transportation, simple directions, time (m a hašaa? "What time is it?") and weather (hayom kar meod "It's really cold today"). Understands the gist of simple face-to-face conversations and instructions given by a sympathetic speaker. Some repetition and rewording is still usually necessary for comprehension. Misunderstandings in both main ideas and details arise frequently.

**Intermediate-Mid**

**Generic.** Able to understand sentence-length utterances which consist of recombinations of learned utterances on a variety of topics. Content continues to refer primarily to basic personal background and needs, social conversations and somewhat more complex tasks, such as lodging, transportation, and shopping. Additional content areas include some personal interests and activities, and a greater diversity of instructions and directions. Listening tasks not only pertain to spontaneous face-to-face conversations but also to short routine telephone conversations and some deliberate speech, such as simple announcements and reports over the media. Understanding continues to be uneven.
Hebrew. Sufficient comprehension to understand simple face-to-face and some overheard conversations about topics beyond basic survival needs (e.g., personal history, sports, social life, hobbies). Evidence of ability to recognize basic constructions which allow for discrimination between male and female, singular and plural, present and sometimes future and past. The Intermediate-Mid listener often understands questions such as haim ata ohev mezeg avir xam? “Do you like hot weather?”; ma taase kešetigmor liimod bauniversita? “What will you do when you finish college?” if the question is anticipated. Able to comprehend short routine phone conversations and some deliberate speech on simple tape-recordings. Can sometimes get main idea, but no details, from a conversation on unfamiliar topics.

Understanding continues to be uneven; repetition and rewording may still be necessary. May sometimes have difficulty even with simple questions (ma asita baxotei? “What did you do during vacation?”; ma taase bakayits “What will you do this summer?”) when they are not set in a suitable context.

Intermediate-High

Generic. Able to sustain understanding over longer stretches of connected discourse on a number of topics pertaining to different times and places; however, understanding is inconsistent to due failure to grasp main ideas and/or details. Thus, while topics do not differ significantly from those of an Advanced-level listener, comprehension is less in quantity and poorer in quality.

Hebrew. Comprehends longer stretches of connected discourse on a number of topics which are not limited to a single context of time or place, e.g., narrative about what happened on a camping trip or about someone’s future plans. Increasing ability to use contextual, lexical, grammatical and other clues to grasp partially understood sentences (e.g., the listener figures out ironi/t “urban, urbanite” from ir “city”). Greater understanding of conceptual words in general (tahor “pure,” dmyot “characters,” ofi “character, nature”). Topics do not differ significantly from those of the Advanced listener, but understanding is inconsistent due to failure to grasp all details.

Advanced

The Advanced level is characterized by an ability to understand main ideas and most details of connected discourse on a
variety of factual topics beyond the immediacy of the situation, including some topics where comprehension is complicated due to an unexpected sequence of events.

**Generic.** Able to understand main ideas and most details of connected discourse on a variety of topics beyond the immediacy of the situation. Comprehension may be uneven due to a variety of linguistic and extralinguistic factors, among which topic familiarity is very prominent. These texts frequently involve description and narration in different time frames or aspects, such as present, nonpast, habitual, or imperfective. Texts may include interviews, short lectures on familiar topics, and news items and reports dealing primarily with factual information. Listener is aware of cohesive devices but may not be able to use them to follow the sequence of thought in an oral text.

**Hebrew.** Able to understand main ideas and most details of connected discourse on a variety of topics beyond the most concrete, factual situations. Able to anticipate the flow of the utterance sufficiently to fill in the speaker's pauses correctly. Can understand most face-to-face speech of a native speaker when spoken at a normal rate of speed. Can get the gist of a factual radio report on a familiar subject and of a television report even on a less familiar topic.

Listener is aware of some, but not all, cohesive devices (e.g., *ilmale* "if only ... not," *lamrot* še- "although," *af al pi* še- "despite the fact that," *leumat* zot "on the other hand," *karov levaday* še- "it's almost certain that," *behašvaa le-* "compared to") but may not be able to use them to follow the sequence of thought. Mostly unable to follow animated speech of two or more speakers who speak "on top" of each other or through background noise. Will not recognize known words in rapid speech when elided with preceding or succeeding words (e.g., *a* for *ha* "the," *ta* for *et ha* [direct object marker]).

**Advanced-High**

**Generic.** Able to understand the main ideas of most speech in a standard dialect; however, the listener may not be able to sustain comprehension in extended discourse which is propositionally and linguistically complex. Listener shows an emerging awareness of culturally implied meanings beyond the surface meanings of the text but may fail to grasp socio-cultural nuances of the message.
Hebrew. Can comprehend the formal speech in use on Israeli radio, despite the lack of visual clues. In face-to-face conversations, able to understand a more elevated or idiomatic style, e.g.: yeḥ bēxāx ī-tsēdeḵ mešavea "this constitutes a glaring injustice"; līnkōt baemtsaim "to take steps"; yeḥ te xuša šēhamatsav agum “There is a feeling that the situation is gloomy.” Word order and other syntactic features of written Hebrew (e.g., nouns with possessive endings, infinitive plus direct object suffix) do not cause breakdown.

Listener shows an emerging awareness of culturally implied meaning beyond the surface meaning of the text but may fail to grasp socio-cultural nuances of the message (e.g., lēhasīk maskanōt, literally "to draw conclusions," which in an Israeli political context is understood to mean that the one drawing the conclusions should resign his post). Can distinguish expressions in other registers (slang, biblical or rabbinic Hebrew) but may not always be able to comprehend them (e.g., līnhog eyfa vīeyfa “to discriminate between”).

Superior
The Superior level is characterized by an ability to understand concrete and abstract topics in extended discourse offered by speakers using native-like discourse strategies.

Generic. Able to understand the main ideas of all speech in a standard dialect, including technical discussion in a field of specialization. Can follow the essentials of extended discourse which is propositionally and linguistically complex, as in academic/professional settings, in lectures, speeches, and reports. Listener shows some appreciation of aesthetic norms of target language, of idioms, colloquialisms, and register shifting. Able to make inferences within the cultural framework of the target language. Understanding is aided by an awareness of the underlying organization structure of the oral text and includes sensitivity for its social and cultural references and its affective overtones. Rarely misunderstands but may not understand excessively rapid, highly colloquial speech or speech that has strong cultural references.

Hebrew. Sufficient comprehension to understand the essentials of all standard speech, including telephone calls, radio broadcasts, films and theater plays, editorials and reports, academic and professional discussions and lectures within own area of expertise, non-technical
public policy statements, some literary readings, and some jokes, puns and idioms.

May still have difficulty with technical language (especially outside own field of specialization), very formal high register, biblical expressions, slang (e.g., may take yatsatem mize? literally as “Did you get out of it?” rather than colloquially as “Had you gotten out of the habit?”) or very rapid speech. Sporadic, non-predictable failure to understand vocabulary, especially out of context, can still be expected.

**Distinguished**

The Distinguished level is characterized by an ability to understand most linguistic styles and forms from within the cultural framework of the language.

**Generic.** Able to understand all forms and styles of speech pertinent to personal, social and professional needs tailored to different audiences. Shows strong sensitivity to social and cultural references and aesthetic norms by processing language from within the cultural framework. Texts include theater plays, screen productions, editorials, symposia, academic debates, public policy statements, literary readings, and most jokes and puns. May have difficulty with some dialects and slang.

**Hebrew.** Able to understand with ease most forms and styles of speech related to personal, social and professional needs. Can understand and often identify the accents of immigrants from various countries. Is sensitive to mimicking, shifts in register, literary/religious references and nuance in general in forms as varied as cafe conversation, political speeches, and comedy routines. Will experience difficulty mainly when faced with rapid or emotionally charged speech or speech containing a relatively large proportion of unfamiliar slang or other in-group terms.

**WRITING**

The writing guidelines and all the examples given are based on samples of students' writing collected at the participating institutions. A variety of in-class and out-of-class, timed and untimed assignments were included in the analysis. No dictionaries were used in in-class assignments, and the question of the
progressive development of dictionary use in writing was not investigated.

Samples at each of the levels described are appended to the Guidelines. It remains for future data gathering and analysis to confirm that the samples used are indeed representative.

The following criteria (not necessarily in order of importance) were considered in formulating the level descriptions:
- functional tasks
- topic and treatment
- length of sentences and length of the sample
- relationship between the sentences
- frequency of vocabulary lapses
- naturalness of idiom, style and register
- grammatical control
- syntax
- spelling.

Novice

The Novice level is characterized by an ability to produce isolated words and phrases.

Novice-Low

Generic. Able to form some letters in alphabetic system. In languages whose writing systems use syllabaries or characters, writer is able to both copy and produce the basic strokes. Can produce romanization of isolated characters, where applicable.

Hebrew. Able to copy parts of printed text into script. In some cases, also able to write own name and a few isolated memorized words such as šalom and yišraʾel, but not always accurately. Many errors exist in formation of letters, e.g., peʾ may be inverted; letters that resemble each other (such as waw, yod, final nun; heʾ, heyt, taw) are frequently confused.

Novice-Mid

Generic. Able to copy or transcribe familiar words or phrases and reproduce some from memory. No practical communicative writing skills.

Hebrew. Able to copy most letters from print to script accurately and can write (sometimes inaccurately) a small number of familiar
words such as bayit "house," 'aruhat boqer "breakfast," hadas "new." Can produce simple sentences which consist of learned words and phrases. No practical communicative writing skills. Has fairly complete control of sound-symbol correlation, but without distinguishing between homophones (samek/sin, taw/teyt, veyt/waw). Writes words known from speech mostly phonetically (e.g. mah *šimha "What's your name?" with heyt instead of xaf; *zot for zo't "this").

Novice-High

Generic. Able to write simple fixed expressions and limited memorized material and some recombinations thereof. Can supply information on simple forms and documents. Can write names, numbers, dates, own nationality, and other simple autobiographical information as well as some short phrases and simple lists. Can write all the symbols in an alphabetic or syllabic system or 50-100 characters or compounds in a character writing system. Spelling and representation of symbols (letters, syllables, characters) may be partially correct.

Hebrew. The ability to communicate in writing begins to appear at this level. Can create short lists of words related to self and immediate environment, e.g., basic biographical information, shopping lists, lists of courses, etc. Can recombine memorized materials into simple statements, short descriptive sentences or basic questions. However, word order is frequently incorrect (*'a hat morah "a teacher"), and pronouns are often omitted in the present tense (mah * kotevet "what are you writing?").

Occasionally still mixes written and printed letters, particularly where the differences are slight (e.g., gimel and zayin). Some letters may be formed incorrectly (e.g., mem, pe', final se', final tsadi) or confused with each other (heyt, xaf; heyt, he'). Non-final forms of the letters kaf, mem, nun, pe' and tsadi are sometimes used at the end of a word. Spelling errors are frequent, especially in the case of homophones (e.g., qatan "little" with kaf instead of qof or taw instead of teyt) and representations of vowels (e.g., *eyfow instead of 'eyfoh "where?").
**Intermediate**

The Intermediate level is characterized by an ability to meet practical writing needs by communicating simple facts and ideas in a loose collection of sentences.

**Intermediate-Low**

**Generic.** Able to meet limited practical writing needs. Can write short messages, postcards, and take down simple notes, such as telephone messages. Can create statements or questions within the scope of limited language experience. Material produced consists of recombinations of learned vocabulary and structures into simple sentences on very familiar topics. Language is inadequate to express in writing anything but elementary needs. Frequent errors in grammar, vocabulary, punctuation, spelling and in formation of nonalphabetic symbols, but writing can be understood by natives used to the writing of nonnatives.

**Hebrew.** Able to meet limited practical writing needs. Some ability to recombine learned material creatively into short sentences on familiar topics, and to create simple questions as well. Topics are specific and closely tied to limited language experience, e.g., daily life, things I like to do, objects in the immediate environment and their description by means of basic adjectives: nice, good, big, new. Verbs are usually in the present and occasionally the past, but not always used accurately.

Frequent errors in grammar, especially lack of gender/number agreement (mis'adah *ṭov"a good restaurant"; "anašim *ṭov "good people"), are characteristic of this level. There is regular use of English (in English or Hebrew characters) where vocabulary is lacking.

**Intermediate-Mid**

**Generic.** Able to meet a number of practical writing needs. Can write short, simple letters. Content involves personal preferences, daily routine, everyday events, and other topics grounded in personal experience. Can express present time or at least one other time frame or aspect consistently, e.g., nonpast, habitual, imperfective. Evidence of control of the syntax of noncomplex sentences and basic inflectional morphology, such as declensions and verb patterns. Writing tends to be a loose collection of sentences or sentence fragments on a given topic and provides little evidence of
conscious organization. Can be understood by natives used to the
writing of nonnatives.

Hebrew. Able to meet an increasing number of practical writing
needs. Most writing tends to be a collection of sentences without
complex subordinate clauses. The writer primarily uses the present
tense and occasionally past. The future is mostly expressed by
use of adverbs (e.g., baššanah habba’ah "next year"; mahan
"tomorrow") with present tense verbs. There is emerging accuracy in
spelling. In general, the writing reflects the writer's speaking ability
and the subjects s/he is familiar with. Tasks may include notes,
short letters and descriptions of personal activities and surroundings.
Typical topics would be school, work, friends, the family, etc. Able to
express feelings and desires, report on current activities and ask for
information in a very basic fashion. Writing at this level can be
comprehended by a sympathetic reader who is used to the writing of
non-natives. There is emerging use of circumlocution to overcome
limitations in vocabulary (e.g., 'ani rotseh 'lxtov lax todah rabbah "I
want to write you 'many thanks" instead of 'ani rotseh lehodot lax "I
want to thank you").

Word order is often incorrect; it is usually derived from the
native language, e.g., *tarox zman "a long time"; *psixologyah hug
"Psychology Department." There are continued mistakes in gender
and number agreement and in the use of the definite article
(hakkitah *gedolah lomedet "the big class learns" instead of hakkitah
haggedolah). The writer may still sometimes resort to an English
word, spelled in Hebrew characters, when Hebrew vocabulary fails:
*frans for "France." *eqonomiqah for "economics." Under the
influence of the native language, connectives may be kept separate
from the words to which they should be attached (*we halaxti "and I
went"; *keše ba’ah "when she came").

Intermediate-High

Generic. Able to meet most practical writing needs and limited
social demands. Can take notes in some detail on familiar topics and
respond in writing to personal questions. Can write simple letters,
brief synopses and paraphrases, summaries of biographical data,
work and school experience. In those languages relying primarily on
content words and time expressions to express time, tense, or aspect,
some precision is displayed; where tense and/or aspect is expressed
through verbal inflection, forms are produced rather consistently,
but not always accurately. An ability to describe and narrate in
paragraphs is emerging. Rarely uses basic cohesive elements, such as pronominal substitutions or synonyms in written discourse. Writing, though faulty, is generally comprehensible to natives used to the writing of nonnatives.

**Hebrew.** Able to meet most practical and some social writing needs on topics related to the writer's immediate environment, such as biographical details, school and work. Some of the characteristics of the Intermediate-Mid level are still found at this level; however, both in the nature of functions and in the quality and quantity of the writer's output many of the characteristics of the Advanced level are already displayed. The Intermediate-High writer is able to take brief notes on familiar topics and to respond in writing to personal questions. Emerging ability to describe with some precision and to narrate in paragraphs. The writer demonstrates full control of simple sentences and uses more complex sentences linked by conjunctions, though the correct conjunction is not always chosen. Signs of better organizational ability begin to appear, but most writing still reflects the writer's speech.

**Advanced**

The Advanced level is characterized by an ability to write narratives and descriptions of a factual nature of at least several paragraphs in length on familiar topics.

**Advanced**

**Generic.** Able to write routine social correspondence and join sentences in simple discourse of at least several paragraphs in length on familiar topics. Can write simple social correspondence, take notes, write cohesive summaries and resumes, as well as narratives and descriptions of a factual nature. Has sufficient writing vocabulary to express self simply with some circumlocution. May still make errors in punctuation, spelling, or the formation of nonalphabetic symbols. Good control of the morphology and the most frequently used syntactic structures, e.g., common word order patterns, coordination, subordination, but makes frequent errors in producing complex sentences. Uses a limited number of cohesive devices, such as pronouns, accurately. Writing may resemble literal translations from the native language, but a sense of organization
(rhetorical structure) is emerging. Writing is understandable to natives not used to the writing of nonnatives.

Hebrew. Able to write texts of several paragraphs in length, narrating, describing, and providing information on familiar, factual topics such as current events, social life, work and use of leisure time. Contexts include longer letters and short essays on personal experiences or personal reactions to events. The writer can perform more complex writing tasks such as expressing emotions and opinions (not yet fully supported), making comparisons, taking notes, writing summaries and the like. Organizational ability is evident, and vocabulary is sufficient for the writer to express self adequately with some circumlocution. There is good control of verb morphology in all tenses for common verbs, and the infinitive is correctly used. The writer also uses coordinate sentences with we "and," ūo "or," and əval "but." Use of subordination, though sometimes flawed, is also common. Future forms of the verb are used, but not always accurately, particularly in irregular verbs (e.g., əensə "I will go"). Emerging ability to use əm and əllu ("if") + verbs to hypothesize.

The correct verbal root is sometimes used in the wrong verb pattern (ərašamti laqqurim "I registered [trans.] for classes" instead of nisamti "I registered [intrans.]") or even in a pattern where that root is not found at all (ənaqiti instead of niqqiti "I cleaned"). The Advanced writer still often misuses or omits some prepositions, the relative particle əše-, and conjunctions (especially kedey əše- "in order to"): əazar əoto "helped him"; əani həşev əatah tsodeq "I think you are right." She/he sometimes fails to use subordinate clause when required after verbs such as rotseh "want" and məqawweh "hope" ("əani roqeh əše-əatah əholex "I want you to go"). Circumlocution often results in a lack of precision (e.g., əalkhol yaxol laqəst harbən devarim ra'im lahayim "Alcohol can do many bad things to life" instead of əalkhol yaxol lehaziq "alcohol can damage").

A native reader has no difficulty understanding writing at this level.

Advanced-High

Generic. Able to write about a variety of topics with significant precision and in detail. Can write most social and informal business correspondence. Can describe and narrate personal experiences fully but has difficulty supporting points of view in written discourse. Can write about the concrete aspects of topics relating to particular ir əsts and special fields of competence. Often shows remarkable
fluency and ease of expression, but under time constraints and pressure writing may be inaccurate. Generally strong in either grammar or vocabulary, but not in both. Weakness and unevenness in one of the foregoing or in spelling or character writing formation may result in occasional miscommunication. Some misuse of vocabulary may still be evident. Style may still be obviously foreign.

**Hebrew.** Able to write about a variety of topics with precision and in detail. Can write most social and informal business correspondence, using conventional greetings, openings and closings. Can describe and narrate personal experiences well, but has difficulty supporting points of view in written discourse. Can write about the concrete aspects of topics relating to particular interests and special fields of competence. The writer has good control of a full range of grammatical structures and a fairly wide general vocabulary but cannot yet use them comfortably and naturally all of the time. Some misuse of vocabulary may still be evident, but even these errors are all made at a fairly sophisticated level of vocabulary and structure. Writing may still be influenced by the writer's native language. Does not yet have any clear style or ability to vary style according to different tasks and readers, but writing demonstrates a good sense of organization. Both in quality and quantity the writer at this level performs at the Superior level over half of the time.

**Superior**

The Superior level is characterized by an ability to write formally and informally on practical, social and professional topics.

**Generic.** Able to express self effectively in most formal and informal writing on practical, social and professional topics. Can write most types of correspondence, such as memos as well as social and business letters, and short research papers and statements of position in areas of special interest or in special fields. Good control of a full range of structures, spelling or nonalphabetic symbol production, and a wide general vocabulary allow the writer to hypothesize and present arguments or points of view accurately and effectively. An underlying organization, such as chronological ordering, logical ordering, cause and effect, comparison, and thematic development is strongly evident, although not thoroughly executed and/or not totally reflecting target language patterns. Although sensitive to differences in formal and informal style, still may not
tailor writing precisely to a variety of purposes and/or readers. Errors in writing rarely disturb natives or cause miscommunication.

**Hebrew.** Able to express self effectively in most formal and informal writing on practical, social and professional topics. Can write most types of correspondence, such as memos, social and business letters, and short research papers in areas of special interest or in special fields. Good control of a full range of structures, spelling, and a wide general vocabulary allow the writer to present and support arguments or points of view accurately and effectively. An underlying organization, such as chronological ordering, logical ordering, cause and effect, comparison, and thematic development is strongly evident, although not thoroughly executed and/or not totally reflecting target language patterns. Although sensitive to differences in formal and informal style, still may not tailor writing precisely to a variety of purposes and/or readers. The length of writing at this level extends from a number or paragraphs up to a number of pages.

At this level the writer often employs the vocabulary of written Hebrew (koh "so," 'eynenah "is not," harey), some features of classical Hebrew (hino "is") and Aramaicisms (dehaynu "that is") and shows general familiarity with the style and content of Hebrew writing as distinct from speech. The following features found in the writing of the educated native speaker can be expected to appear at this level: more extensive use of possessive suffixes and of the double genitive: naga’ti beyadah "I touched her hand" instead of naga’ti lah bayyad "I touched her on the hand"; na’ lehahzir 'oto "please return it"; meytareha šel haggitarah instead of hammeyetarim šel haggitarah "the strings of the guitar"; use of the "in which" construction: habbayit bo gadalti "the house in which I grew up"; use of adjectival construct phrases: 'adam nemux-qomah "a short man"; use of "resumptive pronouns": hannoše' še’e’emod 'aław "the subject I will discuss."

There is no evidence of patterned errors at this level. Mistakes may technically be the same as those at lower levels, but they occur only sporadically and at much higher levels of morphology, syntax and vocabulary. Some examples: slight mistakes in vocabulary: lo’ *rigšit instead of lo’ ragšanit "unemotional"; incorrect rendition of foreign names: *plato instead of *apla-ton "Plato"; incorrect verb patterns: 'asur hu’ lemi’ut lenasot *legaššem 'et ḥalomo ... "A minority may not actualize its dream ... " instead of lehagšim; occasional unpatterned spelling mistakes. Such errors rarely disturb natives or cause miscommunication.
READING

The Reading Guidelines are based on the analysis of data gathered by means of an experimental reading test developed specifically for this purpose. All texts included in the exam were authentic. Among them were personal notes, newspaper advertisements, items on current events and other articles from Hebrew newspapers, including Šar Lamanathil (a newspaper for immigrants to Israel), and unedited passages from non-fiction books.

Some of the questions which were not investigated and will require further research are: the reader's ability to read and understand texts including plene versus defective spelling, abbreviations and acronyms, sarcasm, irony and humor. The influence of the use of a dictionary on the reader's proficiency at all levels also needs to be further examined. The use of vowels or lack thereof was investigated, but the results were inconclusive.

Novice

The Novice level is characterized by an ability to:
- identify isolated words and phrases when strongly supported by context; and
- identify learned material.

Novice-Low

Generic. Able occasionally to identify isolated words and/or major phrases when strongly supported by context.

Hebrew. No functional ability to read Hebrew, but able to recognize some isolated letters and occasional learned words such as names, greetings and other words that may have been frequently seen in Hebrew writing (e.g., šalom, Žai).

Novice-Mid

Generic. Able to recognize the symbols of an alphabetic and/or syllabic writing system and/or a limited number of characters in a system that uses characters. The reader can identify an increasing number of highly contextualized words and/or phrases including cognates and borrowed words, where appropriate. Material understood rarely exceeds a single phrase at a time, and rereading may be required.
**Hebrew.** Recognizes most consonants and understands that consonants in unpointed texts often stand for consonant + vowel. Able to recognize an increasing number of highly contextualized words and phrases, obvious loan words (*supermarket*, *hungaryah*), learned words and words known from cultural or religious background (*pesah* "Passover," *shanah tovah* "Happy New Year").

**Novice-High**

**Generic.** Has sufficient control of the writing system to interpret written language in areas of practical need. Where vocabulary has been learned, can read for instructional and directional purposes standardized messages, phrases or expressions, such as some items on menus, schedules, timetables, maps and signs. At times, but not on a consistent basis, the Novice-High level reader may be able to derive meaning from material at a slightly higher level where context and/or extralinguistic background knowledge are supportive.

**Hebrew.** Has complete knowledge of the Hebrew alphabetic system, but may still have difficulty distinguishing letters that resemble each other, such as *dalet* and *reys*, final *tsadi* and final *te'.* With help from context, can identify the topic and some items from simple lists (TV programs, days of the week, names of months and of foreign languages), as well as some basic words for foods, articles of furniture, place names, etc. But sometimes misinterprets even simple lists (e.g., a TV schedule may be misinterpreted as a bus schedule, trip itinerary, list of items in a TV store, etc.). Can recognize basic grammatical structures when vocabulary is known or supplied (e.g., understands *ze'eh hasignon seli* "this is my style" when *signon* "style" is supplied) and even extract meaning from a string of simple, connected sentences when context or background knowledge are supportive.

**Intermediate**

The Intermediate level is characterized by an ability to understand main ideas and some facts from simple connected texts.

**Intermediate-Low**

**Generic.** Able to understand main ideas and/or some facts from the simplest connected texts dealing with basic personal and social needs. Such texts are linguistically noncomplex and have a clear
underlying internal structure, for example chronological sequencing. They impart basic information about which the reader has to make only minimal suppositions or to which the reader brings personal interest and/or knowledge. Examples include messages with social purposes or information for the widest possible audience, such as public announcements and short, straightforward instructions dealing with public life. Some misunderstandings will occur.

**Hebrew.** Able to understand the main ideas and/or some details from simple connected texts on familiar topics. In letters, notes, dialogues and simple narratives, can identify the main topic, the main characters, and some of the details, mainly when verbs related to common daily functions are used (kotev "write," yošev "sit," nosea "travel," oxeil "eat"). Fully understands simple sentences (א miesyon we-537 'elef 'anašim hayyim hayyom beyišra'el "4,537,000 people live today in Israel"). Successfully identifies and understands basic structures and vocabulary in longer passages to get the gist of the text by ignoring unfamiliar material. While contextual clues are sometimes used successfully, overreliance on such clues may at other times mislead the reader.

**Intermediate-Mid**

**Generic.** Able to read consistently with increased understanding simple connected texts dealing with a variety of basic and social needs. Such texts are still linguistically noncomplex and have a clear underlying internal structure. They impart basic information about which the reader has to make minimal suppositions and to which the reader brings personal interest and/or knowledge. Examples may include short, straightforward descriptions of persons, places, and things written for a wide audience.

**Hebrew.** Good understanding of main idea and some details of simple advertisements and of short, factual, narrative texts (pointed, partially pointed, and unpointed) in familiar areas. Increasing comfort with Hebrew structure permits the reader to get meaning from unfamiliar expressions such as midel yom "every day," yoter me'ašer "more than," haxi 'ohevet "favorite." The reader has a wider vocabulary (mafteah "key"; 'arha "U.S."; yehudim umuslemim "Jews and Muslims") and greater ability to infer meaning from unknown vocabulary by relying on context (an Intermediate-Mid reader who does not know the word taxiitim "jewelry" may understand from the phrase kesef vetaxšiitim "money and jewelry" that taxiitim refers to
some kind of valuables). Can interpret present, past and sometimes future tense of most regular and some common irregular verbs (nixnasnu lediratenu "we moved into our apartment"; 'annahnu mazminim "we invite"; 'ehzor raq ba'erav "I will not return till evening"). Strong tendency to confuse cues with graphically similar but more familiar ones (e.g., dawid for dod "uncle").

**Intermediate-High**

**Generic.** Able to read consistently with full understanding simple connected texts dealing with basic personal and social needs about which the reader has personal interest and/or knowledge. Can get some main ideas and information from texts at the next higher level featuring description and narration. Structural complexity may interfere with comprehension; for example, basic grammatical relations may be misinterpreted and temporal references may rely primarily on lexical items. Has some difficulty with the cohesive factors in discourse, such as matching pronouns with referents. While texts do not differ significantly from those at the Advanced level, comprehension is less consistent. May have to read material several times for understanding.

**Hebrew.** Usually able to identify Who, What, When and Where in short connected texts on basic subjects. Can often get the gist of even longer paragraphs when expectations cued by the text are fulfilled. Consistently comprehends most details of simple informative texts such as non-technical advertisements, personal notes and messages. The Intermediate-High reader can identify most past, present, and future tense forms of frequent verbs in all verb patterns, and so can grasp the chronological sequence of events. Emerging but inconsistent ability to understand Advanced-level texts featuring description and narration.

**Advanced**

The Advanced level is characterized by
- an ability to read with consistent understanding prose several paragraphs in length, dealing primarily with factual information and intended for the general reader; and
- in areas of special interest or knowledge, an increasing ability to understand parts of texts which are propositionally and linguistically more complex.
Advanced

Generic. Able to read somewhat longer prose of several paragraphs in length, particularly if presented with a clear underlying structure. The prose is predominantly in familiar sentence patterns. Reader gets the main ideas and facts and misses some details. Comprehension derives not only from situational and subject matter knowledge but from increasing control of the language. Texts at this level include descriptions and narrations such as simple short stories, news items, biographical information, social notices, personal correspondence, routinized business letters and simple technical material written for the general reader.

Hebrew. Can understand multi-paragraph materials which include descriptions and narrations, such as news items, short stories, biographical information, short feature articles and the like, when logical development (story line, chronological sequence, or other rhetorical structure) is straightforward and the subject matter is familiar. Able to combine information extracted from various parts of the text and make inferences and comparisons, but may miss some details. Sometimes misinterprets colloquialisms that sound comprehensible (e.g., hozar habbayta be’eser ’ahat-’esreh "returns home around ten or eleven" may be interpreted as 10:11) and misreads cultural cues due to own background (e.g., an Advanced reader who sees bet-sefer hilloni "secular school" may understand it as "public school" because religious schools in America are all private).

Can fully comprehend the most important details of a wide range of advertisements (e.g., for a student organization, a language school, a hotel). Understands connective devices such as Welchaxen "therefore," egev kax "as a result," lamrot "although," ’ax "but." Has usually mastered the form of conditional and relative clauses as well as of the verbal tenses and other forms (infinitives, negative imperatives) of regular and frequent irregular verbs, but may still ignore obvious grammatical cues or seize a familiar vocabulary cue and thus misinterpret. Has a broader range of vocabulary (e.g., histaglut "adjustment"; mehqar "research"; goremet "causes") and can comprehend texts containing nouns with possessive suffixes (talmidaw "his students"; yexolto "his ability") and other characteristics of a more formal style.
**Advanced-High**

**Generic.** Able to follow essential points of written discourse at the Superior level in areas of special interest or knowledge. Able to understand parts of texts which are conceptually abstract and linguistically complex, and/or texts which treat unfamiliar topics and situations, as well as some texts which involve aspects of target-language culture. Able to comprehend the facts to make appropriate inferences. A partial awareness of the aesthetic properties of language and of its literary styles permits comprehension of a wider variety of texts, including literary. Misunderstandings may occur.

**Hebrew.** Can understand multi-paragraph texts within an increasing range of factual and familiar topics and, with uneven comprehension, abstract, hypothetical or other Superior-level texts as well. Understands most of the finer points of texts containing a wide variety of grammatical structures, e.g., has increased awareness of semantic relationships between forms of the same root realized in different verb patterns, and has fully mastered subordinate clauses at all different levels of complexity. Shows emerging but inconsistent ability to understand different registers in written materials.

**Superior**

The Superior level is characterized by an ability to read, for information or for pleasure with almost complete comprehension and at normal speed, a wide variety of texts on a wide variety of topics.

**Generic.** Able to read with almost complete comprehension and at normal speed expository prose on unfamiliar subjects and a variety of literary texts. Reading ability is not dependent on subject matter knowledge, although the reader is not expected to comprehend thoroughly texts which are highly dependent on knowledge of the target culture. Reads easily for pleasure. Superior-level texts feature hypotheses, argumentation and supported opinions and include grammatical patterns and vocabulary ordinarily encountered in academic/professional reading. At this level, due to the control of general vocabulary and structure, the reader is almost always able to match the meanings derived from extralinguistic knowledge with meanings derived from knowledge of the language, allowing for smooth and efficient reading of diverse texts. Occasional misunderstandings may still occur; for example, the reader may
experience some difficulty with unusually complex structures and low-frequency idioms. At the Superior level the reader can match strategies, top-down or bottom-up, which are most appropriate to the text. (Top-down strategies rely on real-world knowledge and prediction based on genre and organizational scheme of the text. Bottom-up strategies rely on actual linguistic knowledge.) Material at this level will include a variety of literary texts, editorials, correspondence, general reports and technical material in professional fields. Rereading is rarely necessary, and misreading is rare.

**Hebrew.** Can read with close to full comprehension a wide array of texts, including a large selection of articles in Hebrew newspapers, which deal with abstract and unfamiliar topics. These texts may include hypothetical concepts and utilize argumentation and supported opinion. Able to understand selected unabridged and unadapted literary pieces with the help of a dictionary. Comfortable with a wider range of culture-specific material. Can read material which includes more sophisticated vocabulary, idioms, and metaphorical language (qvi'ut "tenure"; 'oxeret yisra'el understood as "betrayor/destroyer of Israel"; haqqibbuts kamohu ketipat mayim hame'saqqefet beherkevah 'et kol mah šematsui ba'ọqyanos "The kibbutz is like a drop of water that reflects in its structure everything that is found in the ocean").

Unfamiliarity with infrequent vocabulary, misreading due to lack of vowels, confusion about semantic indicators, and lack of familiarity with some culture-specific material may still cause occasional unpatterned misunderstandings.

**Distinguished**

The Distinguished level is characterized by the ability to read fluently and accurately most styles and forms of the language within comprehension that is achieved from within the cultural framework of the language and that includes appreciation of nuance and subtlety.

**Generic.** Able to read fluently and accurately most styles and forms of the language pertinent to academic and professional needs. Able to relate inferences in the text to real-world knowledge and understand almost all sociolinguistic and cultural references by processing language from within the cultural framework. Able to understand a writer's use of nuance and subtlety. Can readily follow
unpredictable turns of thought and author intent in such materials as sophisticated editorials, specialized journal articles, and literary texts such as novels, plays, poems, as well as in any subject matter area directed to the general reader.

Hebrew. Able to read fluently and accurately most styles and forms of the language pertinent to academic and professional needs. Understands most allusions in modern Hebrew literature from earlier sources. Sensitive to subtle nuances, and possesses sufficient knowledge of Israeli culture to follow virtually any colloquial or idiomatic usage intended for the general reader (e.g., ro’s mo’atsah "council head" as roughly equivalent to small town mayor; ‘arvel kitah "parties" rather than the apparent literal meaning of "night school"; midat hatesed and midat haddin, terms from rabbinic literature referring to leniency or strictness).
Novice-Low

Copy from print to script:

בעזרת הבימה רואית עלי תד運用 פתק קצרים שוא חלב פספסת לא יֶהנה בחלקה.
נסעתי מידה לדרישת מופעים עם אינפטרה מהיות למסור.

סתיים ב-

Novice-Mid

Use each of the following words in a Hebrew sentence: ['new,' "dining room," etc.]

הרב שמעון סעד, הוא מנהל השירותים ה

BOLD COPY AVAILABLE
Tell about your roommate.

Write a note to your roommate, including questions.

Complete:

In my refrigerator I have

In my house there are
Write a note to your friend.

Intermediate-Low

Reply.


c
c
Intermediate-Mid

This year I want to -

A postcard from abroad
Intermediate-Mid

Self-description
A letter from Israel
Advanced

Response to a letter to the editor
I got back to school yesterday and
Advanced

ראינו שOccurred הפרוור

אותו פרוור כך כי

אפריקאי וציורו של ד"א וי

והם יסודו כי

אפריקאי וציורו של ד"א וי

Uinta.
שכין ימים כנני, במעיוןroduce, ו الشمال, אֵל:
וכל על עליי, בפתחו! כל-יודע, ידיעɤ מִנְתָּן, וָאֵל
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לָא וְאֵלֹהִים אִיּוּדָן. אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא
לְאֵלֹהִים אֱלֹהֵי בָּיָתָן אָלֶה יָנוּר בָּיָתָן, מִי נָשָׂא